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5.1.3. Kraft lignin as a precursor for microporous activated carbons 
prepared by impregnation with orto-phosphoric acid: synthesis and 
textural characterisation 
 
 
Este artículo se ha publicado en el journal Microporous and Mesoporous 
Materials en 2006 en el volumen 92, páginas 243 a 250. 
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5.1.4. Influence of the demineralisation on the chemical activation of 

Kraft lignin with orthophosphoric acid 

 
 
Este artículo ha sido enviado al Journal of Hazardous Materials durante el 
año 2006. 
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 Influence of the demineralisation on the chemical 
activation of Kraft lignin with orthophosphoric acid 

V. Fierro1��, V. Torné-Fernández1, A. Celzard2, D. Montané1 

1Departament de Enginyeria Química, Universitat Rovira i Virgili, Avda dels Països 
Catalans, 26, 43007 Tarragona, Spain 

2Laboratoire de Chimie du Solide Minéral, Université Henri Poincaré - Nancy I, UMR - 
CNRS 7555, BP 239,54506 Vandoeuvre-lès-Nancy, France 

 

Abstract 

Preparation of activated carbons (ACs) produced from the thermal 

decomposition of mixtures of orthophosphoric acid (PA) and either as-

received Kraft lignin, KL, or demineralised one, KLd, has been investigated. 

Activation with PA has been studied for a PA/lignin ratio of 1 (daf basis) 

and 1h carbonisation time at final temperatures of 400, 500 and 600 ºC. The 

yield, surface area, porosity and surface chemistry (acidic and basic groups) 

have been determined. All ACs were found to be essentially microporous, 

with surface areas higher than 800 m2/g and a maximum value of nearly 1200 

m2/g for the carbon prepared at 600 ºC from KL. In order to study the 

influence of temperature on yield, surface area, porosity and functional 

groups of the ACs prepared from KL and KLd, the latter precursors were 

analysed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). We have 

concluded that the very different characteristics of the ACs obtained from 

KL and KLd are due to the presence or absence of mineral matter during 

carbonisation, but mainly to the demineralisation process itself, which 

produces a polymerisation of the raw lignin. 

 

Keywords: Kraft Lignin; Activated carbon; H3PO4; demineralisation 
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1. Introduction 

 

The Kraft method produces black liquor, a residue comprising lignin (30 - 40 

%) and other inorganic compounds, which is used as in-house fuel for the 

recovery of both energy and residual inorganic matter. An interesting 

alternative is the production of activated carbons by physical [1] or chemical 

activation [2-4]. 

Kraft lignin has a high content of inorganic/mineral matter that usually 

ranges between 6 and 15% on dry ash-free (daf) basis. Since the mineral 

matter does not directly contribute to the specific surface area and porosity 

of the resultant active carbons it can be considered as an inert material, which 

decreases the adsorption capacity per unit mass. The demineralisation and/or 

abatement of inorganic compounds from carbonaceous precursors are thus 

thought to be necessary for the production of porous carbons with high 

surface areas [5]. This is particularly true for biomass, having higher inorganic 

contents than other precursors like synthetic polymers, and being recognised 

as a good feedstock for the production of cheap porous carbon materials. 

Thus, commercial activated carbons with low ash contents are prepared 

either by acid washing of the products, or by a suitable selection of the raw 

precursors [6]. Hence, in the case of precursors loaded with mineral matter, it 

may be wondered if the ashes should be removed before (i.e., in the precursor) 

or after (i.e., in the product) carbonisation and activation. 

Indeed, it is well established that the presence of alkaline and alkaline earth 

elements in coal affects the reactivity of chars, and that the catalytic effect of 

inorganic matter depends on their concentration, dispersion and chemical 

form in the coal matrix [7]. It is also the case with biomass, since Fengel and 
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 Wegener [8] suggested that the inorganic species naturally occurring in 

wood catalyse its pyrolysis. Since well-dispersed cations like sodium or 

calcium are good for activation of carbon by steam or CO2 [9-10] and are 

abundant in lignin [11], a demineralisation pre-treatment would be a priori 

harmful for obtaining efficient adsorbents. 

It has been reported that sodium promotes demethoxylation, demethylation 

and dehydration of lignin [12-13], and so the non-existence of these reactions 

could affect the final char yield. Furthermore, it has been recently shown [14] 

that when lignin is demineralised from 5.7 to 1% and afterwards pyrolysed at 

300 °C, the char yield decreases from ca. 71 to 51% (on a daf basis), 

respectively. Authors indicated that the partial removal of sodium and 

potassium enhanced the de-volatilisation of lignin at the expense of char 

formation. DeGroot and Shafizadeh [15] observed a similar decrease in the 

char yield of wood after the latter was acid-washed. However, the presence 

of inorganic matter in lignin was found to be useful in reducing its plasticity 

and hindering its swelling in the carbonisation stage when pyrolysed under N2 

atmosphere [1]. 

The growing interest in the conversion of woods and its derivatives for 

producing alternative fuels, chemicals and products of high added value, as 

activated carbons are, requires a fundamental understanding of the processes 

involved. Lignin as a precursor of activated carbons is the subject of an 

increasing number of papers [4, 16-19] and, due to the high content of ashes 

in lignin, their effect on the pyrolysis process and on the product of 

carbonisation is worth studying. In this work, the physico-chemical 

properties of activated carbons produced from the thermal decomposition of 

mixtures of orthophosphoric acid (PA) and either as-received Kraft lignin, 

KL, or demineralised one, KLd, were investigated. 
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2. Experimental 

 

2.1 Precursor materials 

Kraft lignin (KL) was supplied by Lignotech Iberica S.A. (Spain) in the form 

of fine dark brown particles. The removal of the inorganic matter of KL was 

achieved as follows: batches of 100 gr were introduced in 2 L of water, 

leading to black suspensions of pH 9.5. Lignin was precipitated by adding 

H2SO4 until the pH decreased to 1. The precipitate was gently washed with 

distilled until the pH of the rinse remained constant and close to 6, and 

finally dried overnight at 105 ºC. The lignin prepared in this way is was nearly 

mineral-free and was termed demineralised Kraft lignin (KLd). 

 

2.2 Active carbon preparation 

An 85 wt. % H3PO4 aqueous solution (Panreac, Spain) was used as activating 

agent. The weight ratio PA/precursor of all mixtures was 1.0 on a daf basis. 

The slurry was left for 1h impregnation time at room temperature in air, then 

transferred into a furnace DUM Model 10CAF where carbonisation was 

carried out under air atmosphere. The furnace was heated at 10 ºC min-1, up 

to 150 ºC which temperature was held for 1h to allow free evolution of 

water. Next, the oven was heated at 10 ºC min-1 up to the carbonisation 

temperatures: 400, 500 and 600 ºC, which were maintained for 1h. The 

excess of H3PO4 was removed after carbonisation by thorough washing with 

distilled water. As shown below, the resultant activated carbons were nearly 

free of ashes. 
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2.3 Characterisation of lignins and ACs 

 

2.3.1 Proximate and ultimate analysis 

Analysis of C, H, S and N content in the activated carbons (ACs) was done 

using a Carlo Erba EA-1108 instrument and oxygen was calculated by 

difference. The proximate analysis was carried out by thermogravimetrical 

analysis in a Perkin-Elmer TGA 7 microbalance equipped with a 273–1273 K 

programmable temperature furnace, upon following the weight losses at 110 

ºC/air (moisture), 900 ºC/non-oxidising atmosphere (volatile matter), 900 

ºC/air (fixed carbon); ash content was obtained by difference. 

 

2.3.2 FTIR analysis 

Infrared spectra of KL, KLd and their derived ACs were recorded in the near 

IR region (4000-600 cm-1) with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1, a scan speed 

of 2 mm/s and after 200 scans. The equipment used was a Fourier transform 

infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometer JASCO FT/IR-680 equipped with a 

diamond-composite attenuated total reflectance (ATR) cell. 

 

2.3.3 SEM analysis 

The surface morphology of KL and KLd was studied by scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) with a JEOL JSM-6400. The microscope was equipped 

with an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) microanalyser that was used to 

observe the dispersion of the mineral matter in KL and KLd. 
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2.3.4 Surface area and porosity 

Surface area and porosity were determined from the corresponding nitrogen 

adsorption–desorption isotherms obtained at 77 K with an automatic 

instrument (ASAP 2020, Micromeritics). The samples were previously 

outgassed at 523 K for several hours. N2 adsorption was studied within two 

pressure ranges. First, for P/P0 lower than 10-3, N2 were dosed to the sample 

in fixed amount of 3 cm3/g and the corresponding values of P/P0 at 

equilibrium were recorded.  The Horvath–Kawazoe (HK) model was applied 

to the adsorption data in order to obtain the micropore size distribution. 

Next, N2 adsorption data for P/P0 ranging from 10-5 to 0.99 (in a set of 

values previously fixed) were analysed according to: (i) the BET method for 

calculating the specific surface area, ABET; (ii), the Dubinin-Radushkevich 

(DR) for calculating the micropore volume, VDR, the characteristic energy of 

N2 with respect to carbon, E0, and the average width of the slit-shaped 

micropores, Lo; and (iii) the αS method [20-21] for calculating the the 

ultramicropore volume, Vα,ultra and the micropore volume, Vα,micro. The total 

pore volume, V0.99, was calculated from nitrogen adsorption at a relative 

pressure of 0.99. The mesopore volume, Vmp was calculated as the difference 

between V0.99 and VDR.  

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1 Characterization of KL and KLd 

Table I shows the proximate and ultimate analyses of KL and KLd. It may be 

seen that the initial ash content of KL (11.1 % dry basis) was nearly totally 

removed (0.2 % dry basis) after the treatment with H2SO4. The high sulphur 
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 content (2.2 %) in KL originates both from the Kraft or sulphate process, 

based on the action of NaOH and Na2S for separating cellulose from the 

other wood constituents, and from organically bound sulfur (up to 1.5 %) 

[22]. XRD studies of lignin evidenced the presence of the phase Na2CO3 � 2 

Na2SO4, further confirmed by microprobe analysis. The demineralisation of 

lignin produced a decrease of both S (down to 0.5 %) and O (from 33.3 to 

27.8 %) contents. This finding is not surprising since both sodium carbonate 

and sulphate are very soluble in aqueous solutions. Analysis by SEM-EDX 

showed that S and Na are uniformely distributed in the polymeric matrix 

before and after the demineralisation treatment. 

 

Figure 1 shows the IR spectra of KL and KLd. The two lignins show a broad 

band at 3000 – 3600 cm-1, attributed to the hydroxyl groups in phenolic and 

aliphatic structures, and bands centered around 2975-2945 cm-1, 

predominantly arising from CH stretching in aromatic methoxyl groups and 

in methyl and methylene groups of side chains. Both bands decrease after 

acid treatment. The very weak bands centered near 2300 cm-1 are assigned to 

carbon–oxygen groups due to ketene [23]. 

The most characteristic infrared bands of lignin are found at about 1510 and 

1600cm-1 (aromatic ring vibrations) and between 1470 and 1460 cm-1 (C-H 

deformations and aromatic ring vibrations). [24]. The intensity of these 

bands, however, is strongly influenced by neighbouring functional groups. 

The band centred at 1585 cm-1 in KL spectrum is the result of the aromatic 

ring vibrations at 1600 cm-1 and coordinated carbonates [25], already 

evidenced by XRD analysis. Low absorption around 1650 cm-1 in KL 

spectrum, resulting in the asymmetry and broadening of the more intense 

band at 1600 cm-1, may originate from both carbohydrates impurities and 

water associated with lignin. [26]. The higher intensity of the 1510 cm-1 band 

compared with the 1600 cm-1 band in the spectra indicates that KL comes 
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 from softwood. The intensive bands of the carbonyl groups appear in the 

range between 1660 and 1725 cm-1. The exact position of the bands 

dependents on whether the C=O groups are in conjunction with the 

aromatic ring (position below 1700 cm-1) or not (position above 1700 cm-1). 

After acid-washing, the carbonates are completely removed from lignin; as a 

consequence, the intensity of the 1585 cm-1 band decreased and was shifted 

to 1600 cm-1. The KLd spectrum also exhibits an intense band centered at 

1729 cm-1, which indicates C=O (ketones, aldehydes or carboxyl groups) not 

associated with aromatic rings. 

The spectral region below 1400 cm-1 is more difficult to analyse, since most 

bands are complex, with contribution from various vibration modes. 

However, this region contains vibrations that are specific to the different 

monolignol units and allows the structural characterisation of lignins. The 

spectra of both samples show the characteristic vibrations of the guaiacyl 

unit (1269 cm-1: guaiacyl ring breathing and C=O stretching; 1140 cm-1: C-H 

in-plane deformation; 860 and 824 cm-1: C-H out-of-plane vibrations in 

position 2, 5 and 6 of guaiacyl units) but the intensities of the bands vary 

significantly with the samples. The importance of guaiacyl characteristic 

vibrations increased after acid washing. 

Both spectra also show a weak band at 1369 cm-1 originated by phenolic OH 

and aliphatic C-H in methyl groups and a strong vibration at 1215–1220 cm-1 

that can be associated with C-C plus C-O plus C=O stretching. The aromatic 

C-H deformation at 1031 cm-1 appears as a complex vibration associated 

with the C-O, C-C stretching and C-OH bending in polysaccharides. 

Carbohydrates that remained in KL could be also the origin of the vibrations 

in the spectral region 1000–1300 cm-1 [26]. 

In summary, the most important changes introduced by acid-washing is the 

reduction of the amount of hydroxyl groups with the concomitant increase 

of the number of C=O functions, as well as the elimination of carbonates. 
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 According with these findings, Yasuda et al.[27-28] demonstrated that the 

acid treatment of lignin produces its cross-linking, an increase of the phenol / 

aliphatic hydroxyl fraction, and a decrease of the total hydroxyl content of the 

lignin fractions. 

 

Figure 2 shows SEM images of KL and KLd at different magnifications. 

Differences in particle shapes and sizes may be observed. KL particles are 

smaller, and have a rounded (even spherical) shape with widely open volumes 

inside. Such morphology is probably due to the concentration process of 

lignin from black liquors, which is done by evaporation; due to their surface 

tension, particles take a spherical - thermodynamically more stable - form. 

After acid washing, KLd particles are much bigger and sharp, and look 

broken. A more detailed observation reveals that the surface of KL particles 

is rough, whereas that of the KLd is nearly smooth. Such different 

morphologies between KL and KLd are probably due to the method used for 

lignin separation (evaporation or sedimentation-filtration) although changes 

in the polymer structure due to demineralisation process can not be 

excluded. 

 

3.2 Characterisation of the activated carbons produced 

 

3.2.1 Carbon yield and elemental composition 

Table II shows the carbon yield (daf basis) and the proximate and ultimate 

analyses of the carbons. Carbon yields of KL were always higher, ranging 

from 66.2 to 87.6 %, than those obtained from KLd, ranging from 61.3 to 

80.9 %. Although the differences in carbon yield for Kl and KLd are of the 

same order of magnitude, their evolution with temperature is not the same. 
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 Increasing temperature from 400 to 500 ºC makes the carbon yield decrease 

by 2.6% and 7.6 % for KL and KLd, respectively. On the contrary, within the 

range 500– 600 ºC, the carbon yield decreases much more for KL (19.3 %) 

than for KLd (12.0 %). 

 

PA promotes dehydration, producing an important reordering of the 

structure [29], decreasing the volatile compounds emitted during 

decomposition and hence increasing the carbon yield. Our previous works 

also [30-31] showed that the PA-impregnated lignin follows during 

decomposition a reaction path, which is different from that observed with 

pure lignin, and that the carbon yield is higher. PA promotes bond cleavage 

in the biopolymers and dehydration at low temperatures [32] followed by 

extensive cross-linking that binds volatile matter into the carbon product and 

so increase the carbon yield. Consequently, activated carbons may be 

prepared with good yields and high surface areas using chemical activation 

with PA. As demineralisation decreases the hydroxyl content of lignin, the 

reaction of PA with lignin, hence the subsequent cross-linking are clearly 

lowered, and consequently the aromatisation of the activated carbons and the 

carbon yield would be also reduced. 

 

Figure 3 shows the Van Krevelen diagram plotting H/C vs O/C ratios, for 

activated carbons derived from KL and KLd within the temperature range of 

this study. The ACs become increasingly more aromatic when the 

temperature increases, but the variation of H/C vs O/C ratios depends on 

the precursor. At constant pyrolysis temperature, ACs derived from KL have 

lower H/C and O/C ratios than those from KLd, suggesting a higher 

aromatic nature that increases with temperature. The Van Krevelen diagram 

confirms the lower aromaticity of the ACs prepared from KLd. Furthermore, 
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 it is not excluded that the acid pretreatment could form new polymeric 

structures that would be thermally less resistant, resulting in a decrease of the 

carbon yield. 

 

 

3.2.2 Surface area and porosity 

Table III shows the apparent surface area and porosity of the carbons 

produced from KL and KLd at 400, 500 and 600 ºC.  The apparent surface 

areas determined by the BET method are always higher than 800 m2/g, but 

the observed temperature dependences are very different for carbons 

prepared from KL and KLd. The data obtained by the application of the 

BET, DR and αs methods to the isotherms at high N2 relative pressures 

confirm the trends already observed in the micropore region. The surface 

areas increase with temperature for KL-based carbons while the opposite is 

observed for those prepared from KLd. The maximum surface area 

determined in this work, 1189 m2/g, corresponds to the carbon prepared 

from KL at 600 ºC. The trend observed for the evolution with temperature 

of the surface areas of both kinds of carbons is also that of the variation of 

VDR and Vα,micro. However, the volume of pores smaller then 0.7 nm 

determined by the αs method, Vα,ultra, decreases with increasing temperatures 

for all the carbons prepared. Vα,ultra is always the highest for carbons 

prepared from KL, and its decrease with temperature (from 0.18 to 0.11 

cm3/g) is less than that observed for carbons prepared from KLd (from 0.12 

to 0.04 cm3/g) when increasing temperatures from 400 to 600 ºC. Finally, the 

average micropore width derived from the DR method, Lo, increases with 

the temperature, whatever the material, although higher values were found 

with KLd. 
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Figure 4 shows the micropore size distribution of the 6 active carbons, for 

pores narrower than 0.9 nm, obtained by the application of the HK method. 

The maximum of the micropore size distribution is always found for a pore 

diameter lower than 0.4 nm whatever the precursor and the activation 

temperature. Carbons prepared from KL always showed the highest amount 

of pores smaller than 0.4 nm. Carbons prepared from KLd showed wider 

pore diameters and a dramatic decrease of the pores smaller than 0.4 nm was 

observed for carbons prepared at 600 ºC. These results are in good 

agreement with those obtained by application of the αs method. 

The results of the present study show that, on average, the adsorbents made 

from KL have better characteristics (higher areas and pore volumes) than 

those derived from KLd. Such differences between KL and KLd may be 

explained by the ability of PA to react with lignin. KL can react more 

extensively with PA due to its higher phenolic content. Moreover, the 

deashed lignin is less reactive (much more compact, as revealed by SEM, and 

with much less hydroxyl groups with which PA can react, as revealed by IR 

spectra), due to an acid-induced cross-linking of the macromolecules. PA can 

penetrate easily the texture of KL, producing an increasingly high number of 

small micropores when the temperature increases. Additionally, phosphate 

and polyphosphate bridges connect cross-linked biopolymer fragments, 

avoiding pore collapse. On the contrary, PA hardly penetrates KLd, and 

cannot prevent pore collapse; hence, the activation mainly occurs at the 

surface of the grains, producing wider pores (higher L0 and lower E0 than for 

KL). Finally, a catalytic effect of cations improving the activation at constant 

temperature is also possible. 
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3.2.3 Surface chemistry of the activated carbons 

Figure 5 shows the IR spectra of the ACs-derived from KL and KLd 

prepared in this study. Bands between 3200 and 3600 cm−1 are typically 

ascribed to hydroxyl groups; the bands around 2900–2800 and 1500–1400 

cm−1 are caused by -CH2- groups; the band around 1300–1000 cm
−1 is 

attributed to C=O stretch. The band around 1700 cm−1 is usually caused by 

the stretching vibration of C=O in ketones, aldehydes, lactones, and carboxyl 

groups; and the band around 1600 cm−1 is ascribed to aromatic ring 

stretching vibration. The intensities of these two bands show that the 

aromatization extent and the content of carbonyl-containing groups. The 

band around 1230 cm−1 is usually attributed to a C-O bond; while, for 

carbons activated by H3PO4, the bands at 1300–900 cm
−1 could be caused by 

phosphorus-containing groups [33]. 

Spectra of ACs prepared from KLd were much smoother than those of ACs 

prepared from KL, which pointed up a lesser amount of functional groups 

that were present in these carbons. It can be also observed the reduction in 

the intensity of the bands characteristic of the different functional groups 

with increasing temperature for both types of carbons. In a recent study [18], 

it has been demonstrated that the acidic surface groups on carbons prepared 

from Kraft lignin consist of temperature-sensitive and temperature-

insensitive. The temperature-sensitive groups consist of primarily carbonyl-

containing groups of varying acidic strength; while the temperature-

insensitive groups are mainly phosphorus-containing. Thus, the functional 

groups of the ACs prepared from KL would be essentially temperature 

sensitive whereas those prepared from KLd would include temperature-

sensitive and temperature-insensitive groups, phosphorus-containing, due to 
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 the more extensive reaction of PA with KL. These findings are in good 

agreement with the hypothesis of lower reaction extent of PA with KLd. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

The objective of this work was to study the effect of the ash content of Kraft 

lignin on the phisycochemical properties of the activated carbons produced 

by activation with H3PO4 (PA). SEM observations and IR studies suggested 

that the demineralisation process produces lignin polymerisation and reduces 

its ability to react with PA. 

 

The results have shown that carbon yield, surface area, porosity and surface 

chemistry are affected by the removal of the mineral matter. The carbon yield 

and the aromaticity are the highest for activated carbons derived from the 

raw Kraft lignin (KL). The activated carbons prepared by activation of KL 

and KLd, were essentially microporous with surface areas higher than 800 

m2/g, the highest one being close to 1200 m2/g and corresponding to the AC 

prepared from KL at 600 ºC. The surface area increased with temperature for 

ACs prepared from KL but the opposite evolution was observed for those 

prepared from KLd. The functional groups decreased with increasing 

temperature and their concentration was much more significant in ACs 

prepared from KL probably because there are more phosphorus-containing 

groups, which have been recently described as temperature-insensitive 

groups. 
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In other words, it may be concluded that the very different characteristics of 

the ACs obtained may clearly be attributed to the demineralisation process 

itself. However, a favourable catalytic effect of the ashes on the activation 

process could not be discarded. The main conclusion of this work is then the 

following: since better active carbons are produced from raw lignin, the 

demineralisation – if required – should be carried out on the products and not 

on the precursors. 
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Captions of the figures 

 

Figure 1 IR spectra of KL (grey line) and KLd (black line).  

Figure 2 SEM images of KL (a, c and e) and KLd (b, d and f) at 

different magnifications. 

Figure 3 Van Krevelen diagram for ACs prepared from KL (full 

symbols) and KLd (open symbols) at 400, 500 and 600 ºC. 

Figure 4  Micropore size distribution of ACs prepared from KL 

(black line) and KLd (grey line) at 400, 500 and 600 ºC (a, b 

and c respectively) from the application of the HK method.  

Figure 5  IR spectra of ACs prepared from KL and KLd at 400, 500 

and 600 ºC. 
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Influence of the demineralisation on the chemical activation of Kraft 

lignin with orthophosphoric acid 

V. Fierro, V. Torné-Fernández, A. Celzard and D.Montané 

 

 

 

Table I 
 
Proximate and ultimate analyses of KL and KLd (wt.%) 
 

 Proximate Analysis (wt %, dry basis)  Ultimate Analysis (wt %, daf) 

 Fixed Carbon Volatile matter Ash  C H N S O* 

KL 36.4 52.5 11.1  59.5 5.1 0.1 2.2 33.3 

KLd 39.7 60.1 0.2  65.8 5.9 0.0 0.5 27.8 

* Estimated by difference 
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Influence of the demineralisation on the chemical activation of Kraft 

lignin with orthophosphoric acid 
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Table II 
 

Carbon yield on daf basis, and ultimate analyses of the ACs prepared. 

 

 
Proximate Analysis 

(wt %, dry basis) 
 

Ultimate Analysis 

(wt %, daf) T 
(ºC) 

Yielda 

 
Volatile 
matter 

Fixed 
Carbon 

Ash  C H N S O 

 KL           

400 87.6  36.23 63.26 0.52  65.3 1.2 0.0 1.0 32.5 

500 85.0  32.30 67.11 0.59  70.2 1.1 0.0 1.1 27.6 

600 65.7  40.90 58.15 0.95  72.7 0.5 0.0 1.2 25.6 

  

KLd 

          

400 80.9  33.80 68.85 0.35  61.4 1.2 0.0 1.0 36.4 

500 73.3  35.42 62.03 2.55  62.7 1.1 0.0 0.7 35.5 

600 61.3  38.13 59.81 2.05  63. 5 0.8 0.0 0.6 35.1 
a dry ash free basis. 
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Table III 
 
Textural parameters deduced from N2 adsorption at 77K on activated 
carbons prepared from KL and KLd  
 

 DR equation  αs method 
T 

(ºC) 
ABET 
(m2g-1) 

V0.99 
(cm3g-1)  

VDR 
(cm3g-1) 

E0 
(kJmol-1) 

L0 

(nm) 
 
Vα,micro 

(cm3g-1) 
Vα,ultra 

(cm3g-1) 

KL as carbon precursor     

400 815 0.40  0.38 22.2 1.0  0.34 0.18 
500 1004 0.49  0.45 19.7 1.3  0.43 0.13 

600 1189 0.59  0.51 18.9 1.5  0.49 0.11 
          

KLd as carbon precursor    
400 1008 0.47  0.45 19.1 1.4  0.45 0.12 

500 960 0.46  0.40 17.9 1.7  0.38 0.05 
600 890 0.44  0.37 17.6 1.7  0.35 0.04 
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Figure 1 
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 Figure 2 
 

  

  

  

a) b) 

c) d) 

e) f) 

 

Influence of the demineralisation on the chemical activation of Kraft 
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Figure 3 
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Influence of the demineralisation on the chemical activation of Kraft 

lignin with orthophosphoric acid 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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5.1.5. Highly microporous carbons prepared by activation of kraft 
lignin with KOH 
 
 
Este artículo ha sido enviado al journal Studies in Surface Science and 
Catalisys durante el año 2006. 
 
Otros trabajos relacionados se presentan en el anexo B donde se presenta el 
póster “Highly microporous carbons prepared by activation of Kraft lignin 
with KOH” publicado en el congreso 7th Internacional symposium on the 
characterization of porous solids. 
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Highly microporous carbons prepared by activation of Kraft 

lignin with KOH 

 

V. Fierroa, V. Torné-Fernándeza and A. Celzardb 

 
a Departament d’Enginyeria Química, Universitat Rovira i Virgili, Campus 

Sescelades, Av. dels Països Catalans 26, 43007 Tarragona, Spain. 

 
b Laboratoire de Chimie du Solide Minéral, UMR CNRS 7555, Université 

Henri Poincaré, 54506 Vandoeuvre-lès-nancy Cédex, France. 

 

 
Highly microporous carbon materials with high apparent surface areas (up to 

~ 3000 m2 g-1) were obtained by heat treatment of mixtures of demineralised 

kraft lignin (KLd) and KOH. The effects of five parameters: temperature of 

activation (500-900 °C), KOH/KLd ratio (1-5), time of activation (0.5-2h), 

heating rate (5 and 10 °C min-1) and nitrogen flow rate (200-800 cm3min-1) on 

carbon yield, surface area, pore volume and pore size distribution were 

investigated. An increase in the activation degree of KLd produced a gradual 

enhancement in the volume of total micropores. Highly activated samples 

also presented noteworthy mesoporosity. Too high activation temperature 

resulted in the burn-off of carbon structures and widening of micropores to 

mesopores. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The term lignin refers to a group of phenolic polymers accounting for the 

strength and the rigidity of the vegetal cell walls. The objective of any 

chemical pulping process is to remove enough lignin to separate cellulosic 

fibres from each other, producing a suitable pulp for the manufacture of 

paper and other related products. In terms of industrial chemical 

modification of lignin, the kraft pulping process is the main one. The kraft 

method produces black liquor, a residue composed of lignin (30 - 40 %) and 

other inorganic compounds, which is used as in-house fuel for the recovery 

of both energy and residual inorganic matter. Several alternatives to 

combustion have been considered. One of the main possible applications of 

by-product kraft lignin (KL) consists in preparing activated carbons. 

Recently, the chemical activation of KL impregnated with H3PO4 was 

reported [1,2]. The activated carbons produced were essentially microporous 

with surface areas as high as 1300 m2/g. 

 

The literature evidences a growing interest in alkaline hydroxide activation 

process, and KOH has been found to be one of the most effective 

compounds for that purpose [3-7]. High surface areas and pore volumes are 

reported for lignocellulosic materials, carbons and chars activated by KOH. 

However, controlling the mean pore size and the pore size distribution is 

necessary for using such materials in a given application. The present study 

shows the possibility of producing highly microporous carbons by activation 

of KLd with KOH. The effects of five experimental parameters: activation 

temperature, KOH/KLd ratio, time of activation, heating rate and nitrogen 

flow rate on surface area and pore size distribution were investigated. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

 
2.1. Demineralisation of KL 

KL was supplied by Lignotech Iberica S.A. (Spain), and was presented in the 

form of a fine dark brown powder. The removal of the inorganic matter 

from KL was achieved as follows: batches of 100 g were introduced in 2 l of 

water, leading to dark brown suspensions of pH 9.5, and lignin was 

precipitated by adding H2SO4 until the pH decreased to 1. The precipitate 

was gently washed with distilled water until the pH of the rinse was constant, 

and finally dried overnight at 105 ºC. The lignin prepared this way was nearly 

mineral-free and was termed demineralised Kraft lignin (KLd). 

 

2.2. Preparation of carbons 

KOH lentils (Scharlau) were ground and physically mixed with KLd 

according to various KOH/KLd mass ratios (R = 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 or 5:1). 

The carbonisation was carried out in a horizontal furnace and the samples 

were heated (r = 5 or 10 ºC/min) from room temperature up to the final 

carbonization temperature (Tcarb = 500, 600, 700, 800 or 900ºC) in different 

nitrogen flows (fN2 = 200, 400, 600 or 800 ml/min). Samples were kept at 

the final temperature for different carbonisation times (tcarb = 0.5, 1 or 2 h) 

before cooling down under nitrogen. 

 

During the experiments, both metallic potassium (produced by the reduction 

of KOH by carbon at high temperature) and KOH were partly transported 

in the vapour phase, and could be observed at the outlet of the reactor. 

Metallic potassium mixed with potassium carbonate was also present inside 

the crucible; therefore the latter was submitted to atmospheric humidity for 

two days, during which the alkaline metal slowly oxidised. Finally, the 
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 activated carbon was washed with extreme care, first with 1M HCl, and 

finally with distilled water until the pH of the rinse remains constant and 

close to 6. After drying in an oven during 24 h, a very light activated carbon 

was obtained. 

 

 

2.3. Characterisation of lignin and carbons  

Proximate and ultimate analyses. Elemental analysis of C, H, S and N content in 

lignins and activated carbons was done using a Carlo Erba EA-1108 

instrument. Oxygen was calculated by difference. The proximate analysis was 

carried out by thermogravimetrical analysis in a Perkin-Elmer TGA 7 

microbalance equipped with a 273–1273 K programmable temperature 

furnace following the weight losses at 110ºC/air (moisture), 900ºC/non-

oxidising atmosphere (volatile matter), 900ºC/air (fixed carbon); ash content 

was obtained by difference. 

 

SEM studies. The surface morphology of KL and KLd was studied by 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with a JEOL JSM-6400. The 

microscope was equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) 

microanalyser that was used for observing the dispersion of the mineral 

matter in KL and KLd.  

 

Surface area and porosity. Surface area and porosity were determined from the 

corresponding nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms obtained at 77 K 

with an automatic instrument (ASAP 2020, Micromeritics). The samples were 

previously outgassed at 523 K for several hours. N2 adsorption data for P/P0 

from 10-5 to 0.99 (in a set of values previously fixed) were analysed according 

to: (i) the BET method [8] for calculating the specific surface area, SBET; and 
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 (ii) the αS method [9] (using Carbopack F Graphitised Carbon Black as 

reference material [10] for calculating the micropore volume, Vα,micro, and the 

supermicropore volume, Vα,super. The total pore volume, V0.99, was calculated 

from nitrogen adsorption at a relative pressure of 0.99.  

 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

 

Table 1 shows the proximate and ultimate analyses of KL and KLd. KL has a 

high ash content (11.1 % on dry ash-free (daf basis) which is nearly removed 

(0.2 % on daf basis) after the treatment with H2SO4. The high S content (2.2 

%) in KL is due to both the Kraft or sulphate process, which consists in a 

treatment with NaOH and Na2S to separate the cellulose from the other 

wood constituents, and to organically bound sulphur (up to 1.5 %) [11]. 

XRD analysis of lignin showed that Na is found combined with S and C 

inside the phase Na2CO3�2 Na2SO4. Lignin demineralisation produced a 

decrease of S content (down to 0.5 %) and of O content (from 33.3 to 27.8 

%). Analysis by SEM-EDX showed that S and Na are uniformly distributed 

in the polymeric matrix before and after the demineralisation treatment. 

 

Table 1. Proximate and ultimate analyses of KL and KLd (wt. %) 

 Proximate Analysis (wt %, dry basis)  Ultimate Analysis (wt %, daf) 

 Fixed Carbon Volatile matter Ash  C H N S O* 

KL 36.4 52.5 11.1  59.5 5.1 0.1 2.2 33.3 

KLd 39.7 60.1 0.2  65.8 5.9 0.0 0.5 27.8 

* Estimated by difference. 
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The effect of the experimental parameters considered in this study is 

discussed below. 

 
 

3.1. Effect of the temperature of activation 

Figure 1 a) shows the variation of carbon yield with the temperature of 

activation. Increasing the activation temperature produces the decrease of the 

carbon yield due: (i) to the pyrolysis of lignin up to 600°C; (ii) to the 

activation by KOH and K2CO3 that starts at 450-500ºC. The dissociation of 

the two phenomena, pyrolysis and activation, is impossible because lignin 

have already reacted with KOH in some extent before pyrolysis finishes.  

 

Activation with KOH involves the oxidation of C and the production of K 

metal, H2 and K2CO3 according to the main reaction : 

6 KOH + 2 C ↔ 2 K + 3 H2 + 2 K2CO3  (1) 

 
However, reaction (1) is certainly not the only one, since various molecules 

like CO, CO2, H2 and H2O originating from the thermal decomposition of 

lignin are also present. Thus, K2CO3 produced by reaction of KOH with 

CO2 also acts as an efficient activating agent. Hayashi and coworkers [12] 

showed that high surface areas of nearly 1700 and 2000 m2/g can be 

obtained by activation of KL with K2CO3 for R=2 at 700 and 800 °C, 

respectively. Moreover, carbons prepared by K2CO3 activation showed 

higher surfaces than those prepared by KOH activation at temperatures 

higher than 600ºC. Hayashi has also worked with different raw materials: 

husks [13], nutshells [14] or formaldehyde resins [15] reaching very high 

surfaces even at 700ºC. McKee [16] studied the gasification of graphite 
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 powder by a serie of alkali metal salts and found that K2CO3 was reduced in 

inert atmosphere by carbon as follows: 

K2CO3 + 2 C ↔ 2 K + 3 CO  (2)  

 

The decomposition of K2CO3 to CO2 and K2O could also lead to activation 

by the two latter products, according to:  

C + CO2 ↔ 2 CO (3a) 

2 K2O + C ↔ 4 K + CO2 (3b) 

K2O + C ↔ 2 K + CO (3c)  

 

Nevertheless, CO2 and K2O individually are not expected to be activating 

agents until high temperatures (above 800 °C) are reached. Hence, the other 

most efficient activant is rather the water vapour evolved from lignin 

pyrolysis, and giving the following reaction: 

H2O + C ↔ H2 + CO (4)  
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Figure 1. Variation of the SBET (■) and carbon yield (□) with: a) temperature 

of activation (R= 3, fN2= 200 cc/min, r= 5°C/min, tcarb= 1h); b) R (T= 700 

ºC, fN2= 200 cc/min, r= 5°C/min, tcarb= 1h); c) N2 flow (T= 700 ºC, R= 3, 

r= 5 °C/min, tcarb= 1 h); d) activation time (T= 700 ºC, R= 3, fN2= 200 

cc/min, r= 5 °C/min). 

 

Figure 2 a) shows the adsorption-desorption isotherms of N2 at 77 K of the 

activated carbons prepared at 500, 600, 700, 800 and 900 ºC. All the 

isotherms are of type I (Langmuir), characterising microporous solids. The 

carbon prepared at 500 ºC presents an extensive plateau in the range of 

medium to high relative pressures, indicating an essentially microporous 

character. As carbonization temperature increases the knee of the isotherms 

widens and the width of the plateau decreases, indicating a widening of the 

pores. Thus, the material prepared at 900 ºC shows a hysteresis loop, 

evidencing a well-developped mesoporosity. The decrease of carbon yield is 

accompanied by an increase of both surface area and microporosity up to the 

temperature of 750 °C, above which these properties decrease as seen in 

Figure 1 a). 
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Figure 3 a) shows the total pore, miropore and ultramicropore volumes. The 

total pore volume always increases with activation temperature but at 

temperatures higher than 750ºC there is a widening of micropores to create 

mesopores. Figure 3 b) shows the corresponding pore size distributions 

calculated by application of the Horwatz-Kawazoe method; the maximum is 

always centered in the micropore region but, as the temperature increases the 

contribution of wider pores is more important, in agreement with the results 

of Figures 2a) and 3a). 

 
 

3.2. Effect of the KOH/KLd weight ratio (R) 

At constant temperature (700 °C), the value of R has a marked effect on both 

the carbon yield and the BET surface area SBET. Figure 1b) shows that there 

is a linear decrease of carbon yield with R whereas a maximum of the SBET 

can be observed at R values around 3. Figure 2 b) shows that an increase of 

R from 1 to 3 produces a great enhancement of N2 adsorption capacity at 77 

K but higher values of R reduce it. The micropore volumes are also reduced 

for R ≥ 3 (see Figure 3 c) with the concomitant increase of the fraction of 

wider pores (see Figure 3 d). 
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Figure 2. Adsorption-desorption isotherms of N2 at 77 K on the activated 

carbons derived from KLd : a) effect of T and b) effect of R (open symbols 

and x: adsorption isotherms; full symbols and +: desorption isotherms). 

 

3.3. Effect of the N2 flow  

The flow of N2 removes the gaseous reaction products but also a part of the 

activating agent as it was observed in this study. Figure 1 c) shows that the 

increase in the N2 flow rate from 200 to 800 cc/min produces an increase of 

carbon yield because the activating agent is increasingly swept out.  

Such a decrease of the activation efficiency may be explained both by a lower 

contact time of KOH vapour with the solid matter, and by the removal of 

other possible activating agents : CO2 (either as such, or as K2CO3 after its 

reaction with KOH), and H2O. 

 

SBET and the porosity, in the whole pore diameter range, decrease with 

increasing N2 flow rate as it is shown in Figures 1c) and 3 e) respectively. 

These results are different from those found by Linares-Solano and 
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 coworkers who found that N2 flow enhances the activation of the carbon 

[6]. However, it is obvious that the different nature of the precursor has an 

effect on the activation process and so on the activated carbon produced. 

These results, apparently opposed, could not be contradictory. When 

pyrolysis and activation take place simultaneously, as for biomass precursors, 

the co-activation by water vapour evolved during pyrolysis could be 

important as suggested above. 
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Figure 3. Variation of the V0.99 (■), Vα,micro (□) and Vα,ultra (▲) with: a) 

temperature of activation (R = 3, fN2 = 200 cc/min, r = 5°C/min, tcarb = 1h); 

c) R (T= 700ºC, fN2 = 200 cc/min, r = 5°C/min, tcarb = 1h); e) N2 flow rate 

(T = 700ºC, R = 3, r = 5 °C/min, tcarb = 1 h); g) activation time (T = 700 ºC, 

R = 3, fN2 = 200 cc/min, r = 5 °C/min); h) heating rate (T = 700 ºC, R = 3, 

fN2 = 200 cc/min, tcarb = 1h). Evolution of the pore size distribution of the 

carbons with: b) temperature of activation (experimental conditions as in Fig. 

3 a); d) R (experimental conditions as in Fig. 3 c). 

 

Figure 3 f) shows the PSD of two activated carbons prepared with a N2 flow 

of 200 or 800 cc/min. Increasing the N2 flow does not change the PSD but 

decreases the pore volume (SBET and V0.99 decrease). Since the size of the 
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 pores is the same, finding a lower pore volume should be related to a lower 

number of pores. Therefore, the effect of the N2 flow is very different from 

that of R, even is the latter is more noticeable. 

 

3.4. Effect of the activation time 

The duration of activation at a given temperature does not seem to affect 

neither the carbon yield nor the elemental composition, since differences in 

both analyses are very small. Figure 1 d) and 3 g) show that there is an 

optimum in the activation time, between 1 and 2 h, to get the highest surface 

area and microporosity. The SBET decreases from 3105 to 2990 m2/g when 

increasing activation time from 1 to 2h respectively. 

 

3.5 Effect of the heating rate  

An increase of the heating rate from 5 to 10 ºC/min produces a lowering of 

the SBET from 3105 to 2493 m
2/g (see figure 3h). Actual technical limitations 

do not allow using higher heating rates but our results agree with previous 

findings [6]. During the heating process the hydroxide melts, then, it is 

reasonable that a lower heating rate allows a longer contact time between 

carbon and liquid hydroxide, and hence a better impregnation, before the 

reaction temperature is reached.  
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The present exploratory study evidenced the possibility of preparing highly 

microporous active carbons from demineralised Kraft lignin, using KOH in 

suitable experimental conditions. The most relevant parameters were found 

to be activation temperature and mass ratio KOH/lignin, while the other 

ones (flow of inert gas, duration time, heating rate) were found to have minor 

effects within the corresponding range of values investigated. Thus, the best 

materials (surface area ~ 3000 m2/g, micropore volumes ~ 1.5 cm3/g) were 

obtained at 700 °C and KOH/KLd = 3. Such results are very close to those 

already reported for anthracites, which are known to lead to very good 

adsorbents when prepared in similar conditions [17]. Furthermore, modifying 

the experimental conditions easily leads to a range of active carbons, from 

almost purely microporous to mesoporous. Hence, even if the detailed 

mechanisms are still unclear, chemical activation now appears to be a 

valuable (rapid, simple and cheap) process for the valorization of lignin. 
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5.1.6. Methodical study of the chemical activation of Kraft lignin with 

KOH and NaOH 

 

 
Este artículo ha sido enviado al journal Microporous and Mesoporous 
Materials durante el año 2006. 
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Abstract 

 

A commercially available Kraft lignin was chemically activated with two 

alkaline hydroxides, viz NaOH and KOH, using different preparation 

conditions. The activation was made at various temperatures, mass ratios 

hydroxide / lignin, activation times, flow rates of inert gas, and heating rates. 

The resulting active carbons were characterised in terms of BET surface area, 

total, micro and meso-pore volumes, average pore width, carbon yield and 

packing density. The influence of each parameter of the synthesis on the 

properties of the active carbons is discussed, and the efficiencies of each 

activating agent are methodically compared. It is the first time that so many 

preparation parameters and so many pore texture characteristics are 

simultaneously considered for two closely related activating agents of the 

same lignin precursor. Whatever the preparation conditions, it is shown that 

KOH is the one leading to the most microporous materials, which is in 

agreement with some early works. However, the surface areas and the 

micropore volumes obtained in the present study are much higher than in 

previous studies. The thorough study of the way each preparation parameter 

influences the properties of the final materials brings insight into the 

activation mechanisms. Each time it was possible, the results of lignin 

chemically activated with hydroxides were compared with those obtained 

with anthracites: explanations of similarities and differences were 

systematically looked for. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Lignin is a waste mass-produced from the paper industry and as such, is 

generally used for its fuel value. However, an ever-growing number of 

research works are carried out in order to bring added value to this material. 

Lignin is becoming frequently accepted as a suitable chemical reagent for 

formulating new adhesives [1-5], as filler in polymer mixtures [6], and as 

promising precursor of carbonaceous materials [7-14]. Other possible 

applications are reviewed in [15]. Concerning the preparation of carbons, 

lignin is particularly advantageous because of its high phenolic content, 

leading to higher carbon yields than those obtained from the two other main 

macromolecular compounds of biomass: cellulose and hemicellulose [16,17]. 

Hence, getting almost pure lignin is really interesting for preparing carbons 

and, especially active carbons. 

 

In the present work, the activating efficiency of two alkaline hydroxides 

classically used for chemical activation of various precursors was investigated 

thoroughly with one kind of commercially available Kraft lignin, once the 

latter was demineralised. All the parameters of the active carbon synthesis 

which could be varied were investigated, namely activation temperature, mass 

ratio hydroxide / lignin, flow rate of inert gas, activation time and heating 

rate. The influence of each of them was systematically correlated to the pore 

structure of the corresponding activated carbons. From this work, the 

suitable preparation conditions of the material having given desired porous 

characteristics can be identified, while insights into the activation 

mechanisms may be derived. 
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The first section of the present paper deals with the intrinsic features of the 

lignin, and with the experimental conditions by which it was demineralised 

and activated; the way the resultant active carbons were characterised is then 

described. The pore volumes and the related properties: mean pore size, 

surface area, and also the carbon yield and the packing density obtained with 

both activating agents are systematically compared and discussed in section 2. 

 

 

2. Experimental 

 

2.1. Kraft lignin and activating agents 

 

The Kraft lignin (KL) was supplied by Lignotech Iberica S.A (Spain) in the 

form of a fine dark brown powder. The proximate analysis was carried out 

according to ISO standards, following the weight losses of the material at 

100 °C in air (moisture, ISO-589-1981), at 900 °C in a non-oxidising 

atmosphere (volatile matter, ISO-5623-1974) and at 815 °C in air (ashes, 

ISO-1171-1976). The ultimate analysis was carried out in an EA1108 Carlo 

Erba Elemental Analyser. 

 

The removal of the inorganic matter from KL was achieved as follows: 

batches of 100 g were introduced in 2 L of water, leading to dark brown 

suspensions of pH 9.5, and lignin was precipitated by adding carefully 

concentrated H2SO4 until the pH decreased to 1. The precipitate was gently 

washed with distilled water until the pH of the rinse was constant, and finally 

dried overnight at 105 °C. The lignin prepared this way was nearly mineral-

free and was termed demineralised Kraft lignin (KLd). It should be stressed 
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 that the activated carbons discussed in the following were all prepared from 

KLd, never from the pristine commercial lignin (KL). As a remark, it can be 

added that such a deashed lignin is somewhat different from the original 

material, since the acid treatment is known to modify the physico-chemical 

properties and the structural features of the polymer (see [18,19] for 

example). Consequently, the properties of the activated carbons obtained 

from KLd are different from those derived from raw KL; a paper to be 

published soon was devoted to this subject [20]. 

 

KOH lentils on one hand, and NaOH lentils on the other hand (Scharlau) 

were ground and physically mixed with KLd according to various hydroxide / 

KLd mass ratios, R. The purity of both activating agents was higher than 99 

%. Activated carbons were then obtained by heat-treatment in inert 

atmosphere of the hydroxide – lignin mixtures (see below). It should be 

stressed that such an activation mode is different from the two ones generally 

employed. The first widely used method indeed consists in: (i) a preliminary 

pyrolysis of the biomass; (ii) the impregnation of the char with a 

concentrated aqueous solution of the activating agent; (iii) the subsequent 

drying at temperatures slightly above 100 °C; and finally (iv) the heat-

treatment of the dry hydroxide – char mixture (see for example [21-23]). The 

second well known protocol consists in a direct impregnation of the biomass 

in aqueous solution, followed by a drying and a heat-treatment (see for 

example [11,24,25]). However, as shown below, the activation method 

proposed here is very efficient, probably because of the low melting point of 

KOH and NaOH (ca 360 and 318 °C, respectively) compared with the 

synthesis temperatures used in this work (above 400 °C). 
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2.2. Active carbon synthesis 

 

The carbonisation of the hydroxide – KLd mixtures was carried out in a 

horizontal furnace flushed with nitrogen. The samples were heated (r = 5 or 

10 °C/min) from room temperature up to the final carbonisation 

temperature (400 ≤ T ≤ 900°C) in different nitrogen flows (50 ≤ f ≤ 800 

mL/min). Samples were kept at the final temperature for different 

carbonisation times (0.5 ≤ t ≤ 4 h) before cooling down under nitrogen. 

 

Only one of the aforementioned synthesis parameters was varied while the 

others were kept constant. A reference sample was defined as the one 

prepared in the following condition: T = 700°C; R = 3; t = 1 h; f = 200 mL 

min-1; r = 5 °C min-1. This means that if, for example, T was varied, the 

values of R, t, f and r were constant and equal to 3, 1, 200 and 5, respectively. 

 

During the experiments, both the metallic alkaline elements produced by the 

reduction of NaOH or KOH by carbon at high temperature, and the 

hydroxides themselves were partly transported in the vapour phase, and 

could be observed at the outlet of the reactor. Metallic sodium or potassium 

mixed with sodium or potassium carbonate, respectively, were also present 

inside the sample-holder. Such phenomena were also observed upon 

activating anthracites with NaOH [26,27]. Therefore, whatever the activating 

agent, the sample-holder was submitted to atmospheric humidity for two 

days, during which the alkaline metals slowly oxidised. At last, the resulting 

activated carbon was washed with extreme care, first with 1M HCl, and 

finally with distilled water until the pH of the rinse remains constant and 
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 close to 6. After drying in an oven during 24 h, a light, pure, activated 

carbon was obtained. 

 

 

2.3. Active carbon characterisation 

 

Surface area and pore volumes were determined from the corresponding 

nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms obtained at 77 K with an 

automatic instrument (ASAP 2020, Micromeritics). The samples were 

previously outgassed at 523 K for several hours. N2 adsorption data at 

relative pressures ranging from 10-5 to 0.99 (in a set of values previously 

fixed) were analysed according to: (i) the BET method [28] for calculating the 

apparent surface area, SBET, (ii) the αS method [29] (using Carbopack F 

Graphitised Carbon Black as reference material [30]) for calculating the total 

micropore volume, Vmicro, and (iii) the Dubinin-Radushkevich method [31], 

leading to the micropore volume VDR. The values of Vmicro and VDR should 

have been close to each others, however, as usual, discrepancies were 

observed, and we have preferred to present both values. The total pore 

volume, V0.99, was calculated from nitrogen adsorption at a relative pressure 

of 0.99, and the mesopore volume, Vmeso, was obtained according to Vmeso = 

V0.99 - Vmicro. 

 

The average pore size, L0, was calculated according to the widely accepted 

equation: 

L0 (nm) =
10.8 (nm kJ mol−1)

E0 − 11.4 (kJ mol−1)
   (1) 
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 in which E0 is the characteristic adsorption energy of probe molecules, see 

[32] and references therein. E0 was derived from the nitrogen adsorption 

isotherms at 77 K, applying the Dubinin-Radushkevich method. 

 

The carbon yield was simply defined as the weight ratio: final active carbon / 

initial demineralised lignin. The packing density was determined by pouring, 

as reproducibly as possible, the activated carbon into a plastic tube (inner 

diameter 1.4 cm) until a given height, and calculating the ratio: sample weight 

/ sample volume. When KOH was used, the material obtained after the 

activation was in a powder form (a phenomenon also systematically observed 

for KOH activation of olive stones [33]), hence no milling was done before 

measuring the packing density. By contrast, NaOH-activated carbons were 

most of times aggregated, hence the packing density of such material was ill-

defined. The blocks should have been crushed in order to obtain a powder, 

but doing this would have modified the shape of the carbon grains, and thus 

the packing density itself. Consequently, the latter was not measured for 

activated carbons derived from NaOH activation. 

 

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1. Pristine and demineralised Kraft lignin 

 

Table 1 shows the proximate and ultimate analyses of KL and KLd. KL has a 

high ash content (11.1 % on dry ash-free (daf) basis), which is nearly 

removed (0.2 % on daf basis) after the treatment with H2SO4. The high S 

content (2.2 %) in KL is due to both the Kraft or sulphate process, which 

consists in a treatment with NaOH and Na2S to separate the cellulose from 
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 the other wood constituents, and to organically bound sulphur (up to 1.5 %) 

[34]. XRD analysis of lignin showed that Na is found combined with S and C 

inside the phase Na2CO3, 2 Na2SO4. Lignin demineralisation produced a 

decrease of S content (down to 0.5 %) and of O content (from 33.3 to 27.8 

%). Analysis by SEM-EDX showed that S and Na are uniformly distributed 

in the polymeric matrix before and after the demineralisation treatment [20]. 

 

 

3.2. Characteristics of the activated carbons 

 

3.2.1. BET surface area 

 

Figure 1 presents the variations of the BET surface area when each synthesis 

parameter is individually varied with respect to the reference preparation 

condition (T = 700 °C; R = 3; t = 1 h; f = 200 mL min-1; r = 5 °C min-1). It 

can be seen that, whatever the way the preparation conditions may vary, 

KOH is the activating agent leading to the highest specific area, in agreement 

with a previous work [11]. However, to our knowledge, BET values close to 

3000 m2 g-1 are the highest ever published so far for a lignin-derived activated 

carbon. The curves show that, most of times, an optimum may be observed 

for the parameters corresponding to our reference, i.e., for T = 700 °C, R = 

3, etc. In other words, the reference material is the one obtained from the 

(already optimised) conditions leading to the most microporous active 

carbons. This is especially true for the ones obtained using KOH, while those 

made from NaOH have similar but not identical optimal preparation 

conditions. However, the curves clearly show that NaOH can not allow 

obtaining surface areas as high as those derived from KOH, while the 

opposite was found in the activation of anthracites, as far as the activating 

agent and the precursor were physically mixed together (the results being 
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 different with the more classical wet impregnation technique) [35]. This fact 

could be explained as follows. KOH has higher dehydrating and oxidising 

efficiency than NaOH, hence a higher activating activity for biomass. But 

anthracites are already ultramicroporous high-rank coals, with closed narrow 

porosity that can be open through the oxidising character of both KOH and 

NaOH; Na+ being smaller than K+, it can penetrate more deeply the carbon 

structure and develop a higher number of smaller pores than K+ can do. 

Anthracites activated with NaOH thus present higher surface areas than 

those prepared with KOH using the same protocol [35]. Thus, because the 

mechanisms of chemical activation of lignin and coal are different, the 

optimal preparation parameters are not the same. 

 

Values of T, R and t lower than 700, 3 and 1, respectively, lead to an 

insufficiently activated carbon (i.e., there are a few narrow pores, hence the 

surface area is low), while higher values lead to materials in which the pores 

are too wide (i.e., there are less micropores and more mesopores, hence the 

surface area is also lower). Indeed, increasing the values of these parameters 

improve the activation phenomenon, by which the porosity is both open and 

widened. This effect of the activation temperature was already observed with 

chemically activated anthracites [26]. The existence of optimal values is thus 

readily explained, since the narrowest pores are those which most contribute 

to the surface area, provided that their number is high enough (low values of 

T, R and t), while these narrow pores become wider and scarcer at high 

values of T, R and t, leading to decreasing surface areas. 

 

It should be emphasised that the mass ratio hydroxide / lignin, R, is the 

parameter having the strongest influence. This finding agrees with previous 

results dealing with the activation of anthracites with NaOH [36]. It is thus 

not surprising to find surface areas much higher than those already published 
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 so far, for with values of R were lower than 3 [11,24]. For a given constant 

value of R (e.g., R = 3), T is the second most important parameter, while the 

activation time t has the lowest influence on the surface area. The heating 

rate r also has a low effect; for KOH, increasing r makes the BET area 

decrease, while the latter keeps almost constant with NaOH. This may be 

explained by the fact that the activation of lignin already begins during the 

heating step. Increasing the heating rate for a given activation time (which is 

defined only once the carbonisation temperature is reached) finally has a 

similar effect as reducing the activation time (although it will be shown below 

that the effects of t and r are not exactly the same in the case of NaOH). For 

example, assuming that the kinetics of activation is non negligible above 500 

°C (which was clearly evidenced in [37]), 40 min are required for increasing 

the temperature from 500 up to 700 °C at 5 °C min-1, while only 20 min are 

necessary at 10 °C min-1. 40 min are indeed important when compared to an 

activation time of 1 h, and decreasing to 20 min logically decreases the 

surface area of KOH-activated carbons. Since the effect of the activation 

time was low on the BET area of NaOH-activated carbons, so is the effect 

of the heating rate. 

 

The influence of the flow rate of inert gas is now considered. For both 

NaOH and KOH, an optimum is again observed. This fact is very different 

from what was found with anthracites activated with the same hydroxides in 

the same conditions, for which the higher the nitrogen flow rate, the higher 

was the surface area [35,38]. The behaviour of anthracites submitted to 

similar nitrogen flow was explained on the basis of the following chemical 

reaction [37,39]: 

6 MOH + 2 C   2 M + 3 H2 + 2 M2CO3 (2) 
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 in which M is either the element K or Na. Such a reaction indeed explains 

how the equilibrium may be displaced towards the formation of more 

reaction products if dihydrogen and alkaline vapours are evacuated. 

However, observing completely opposite behaviour in the present work 

proves that Equation (2) is, as expected, not suitable to lignin. Lignin is a 

macromolecule which can not be compared with a coal, and whose heat-

treatment produces a number of volatile matters, like CO, CO2 and H2O 

[12], among others. The presence of an optimum in the case of lignin 

activation may be explained by the competition between the favourable 

removal of gaseous reaction products and the unfavourable removal of 

activating agents in the gas phase. Indeed, it is expected that the volatility of 

both hydroxides is non negligible at the activation temperatures, and their 

presence at the outlet of the reactor was observed, proving that they are 

transported in the gas phase. However, the strongest effect might not be due 

to the removal of the hydroxide vapours, but to that of both water vapour 

and carbon dioxide necessary formed during the activation process, in which 

both charring and dehydration phenomena occur. CO2 and H2O are indeed 

well known activating agents of carbons, and they might induce a substantial 

co-activation of the char, since several hundreds of m2 g-1 can be easily gained 

or lost by simply changing the flow rate of inert gas. 

 

It is nevertheless not clear, so far, if CO2 should be considered or not as a 

possible co-activating agent, because: (i) CO2 usually requires higher 

temperatures than steam to react with the char, and (ii) CO2 causes the 

carbonation of the hydroxides, thus producing carbonates. On one hand, 

carbonation of NaOH was shown to lead to poorly microporous carbons 

[37] (because the activity of Na2CO3 is low, which was confirmed in the case 

of lignin activation [11]) and, on the other hand, K2CO3 was found to be a 

very effective activating agent of lignin [11]. The role of CO2 in the co-
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 activation of lignin – hydroxides mixtures is thus unclear, while that of 

steam is more likely. 

 

 

3.2.2. Pore textures 

 

The pore volumes (total: V0.99; micro: VDR and Vmicro; meso: Vmeso) are given in 

Figure 2. For the sake of clarity, the results concerning the carbons activated 

with KOH and NaOH are presented in separate plots, gathered in Figure 

2(a) and 2(b), respectively. As expected, given the preceding findings about 

the BET surface area, the activated carbons prepared with KOH are those 

having the highest total pore and micropore volumes, confirming the higher 

activating activity of KOH on lignin. 

 

The optima shown on the curves are nearly the same as those already 

observed for the surface area, as far as micropores are concerned. This 

finding is readily explained by the fact that the narrowest pores most 

contribute to the specific surface area. Thus, in the case of NaOH-activated 

carbons for example, the maximum of SBET at f = 400 mL min-1 exactly 

coincides with that of VDR and Vmicro, while the total pore volume (hence 

including mesopores, with a low influence on SBET) has its maximum at f = 

200 mL min-1. In [38], it was argued that a high nitrogen flow rate could be 

compared to a low heating rate, since both lead to a lower concentration of 

the gaseous reaction products, influencing the chemical equilibria occurring 

during the activation process. Such arguments could not be extended to the 

case of lignin activation, since high flow rates of inert gas led to lower BET 

surface area and pore volumes, while low heating rates led to the opposite 

situation. These facts prove once more that the chemical reactions of lignin 

and anthracites are different, even if, as shown all through the present paper, 
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 many similarities may be found between the resulting activated carbons. 

Concerning now the effect of the heating rate, r, the micropore volume of 

KOH-activated carbons decreases with r, and this may be explained as 

follows. A lower heating rate corresponds to a longer impregnation of the 

lignin with melted KOH, leading to better development of the porosity; the 

same is found for NaOH. 

 

The mesopore volume, obtained as the difference V0.99 – Vmicro is worth 

studying because information about the way the chemical activation of lignin 

is achieved may be obtained. Concerning KOH first, it can be seen that Vmeso 

increases with the activation temperature, and a stronger increase above 750 

°C coincides with the drop of the micropore volume. This finding may be 

accounted for by the conversion of micropores into mesopores at high 

activation temperatures. In other words, increasing T mainly induces the 

widening of the pores, which is a phenomenon already clearly evidenced for 

the chemical activation of anthracites [26,36]. By contrast, the mesopore 

volume remains low and increases very slightly with the mass ratio KOH / 

lignin; above R = 3, the micropore volume decreases, however no additional 

mesopores are created. This means that the influences on the pore texture of 

T on one hand, and R on the other hand, are really different. Lignin being 

less and less activated at increasingly high values of R may be explained by 

the fact that KOH produces pores but also weakens and progressively 

destroys the incipient carbon structure. More and more matter is consumed 

when R increases, as shown by the coke yield and suggested by the packing 

density (see below), but no additional porosity is formed. Getting the highest 

amount of micropores thus really requires finding the optimum value of R, 

otherwise average characteristics are obtained (see the results published in 

[17,24] for example). The mesopore volume is the lowest at a flow rate of 

200 mL min-1, while the micropore volume is the highest, confirming that the 
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 parameter f is suitably optimised for the activation of lignin with KOH. 

Finally, the influence of t and r on the mesopore volume is very low. 

 

Concerning now NaOH, the mesopore volume exhibits a maximum close to 

700 °C, just like does the micropore volume. The widening of the pores can 

thus no longer be invoked as in the case of KOH, since the total porosity 

decreases above 800 °C.  This finding may be explained by the closure of the 

porosity at such high temperatures, which is a well-known mechanism in 

heat-treated carbon materials (see for example [12,40,41] and references 

therein), but also in lignin activated with H3PO4 [13]. This quite common 

phenomenon, occurring during charring and / or collapsing of the incipient 

carbon structure due to an excessive chemical attack, was also observed with 

KOH used in a different preparation condition, especially R = 1 in [11]. Such 

a low value of R indeed probably favoured charring upon activation, while an 

optimised value of R (3, in the present work) did not lead to the same effect 

(i.e., the process is rather governed by activation). The influence of the mass 

ratio NaOH / lignin is very similar to what was observed with KOH, hence 

the conclusion is identical: too much activating agent consumes the material 

rather than forming porosity. Concerning the flow rate of inert gas, a 

maximum of mesopore volume is obtained at f = 200, while the greatest 

micropore volume is obtained at 400 mL min-1. This finding corroborates the 

fact that f = 200 is not the optimal value of this parameter as far as NaOH is 

used as activating agent. Obtaining the most microporous carbons is thus 

achieved at 400 mL min-1, which value was also the best for activating 

anthracites with NaOH [36]. Activation time has, again, a low impact on the 

mesopore volume. Finally, increasing the heating rate produces more 

micropores and less mesopores. It was assumed in § 3.2.1 that a higher 

heating rate could be nearly equivalent to a shorter full activation process. 

However, Figure 2(b) evidences that a shorter activation time leads to lower 
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 micropore volumes and higher mesopore volumes, while the opposite is 

observed for a higher heating rate. Consequently, a high heating rate and a 

short activation process are not identical. During the heating of the lignin – 

hydroxide mixture, charring and activation occur simultaneously; increasing 

the heating rate indeed probably favours the charring since it may be 

assumed that the dehydrating action of the hydroxide requires time, while 

charring is a very fast process just depending on the temperature. This is 

especially true with NaOH, which activating efficiency is lower than that of 

KOH, Na+ being indeed less oxidising than K+ (this fact may also explain the 

lower activation by NaOH in terms of surface area and pore volumes). 

Moreover, KOH indeed activates anthracites more rapidly than NaOH and 

at lower temperatures: 400 °C and 550 °C for KOH and NaOH, respectively 

[37]. Additionally, the reactions occur at even lower temperatures when the 

rank of the coal is low; it is thus expected that activation of lignin begins 

since 200 °C [39]. With NaOH, the charring is achieved at a much higher rate 

than the activation itself, leading to more char formed. A higher heating rate 

thus leads to a material characterised by more narrow pores and less wider 

pores, since the activation with NaOH of carbon structures is the one leading 

to the narrowest pores (compare the results given in [27] for NaOH and [42] 

for KOH). 

 

 

3.2.3. Mean pore size 

 

The dependence of the mean pore size, L0, on the process parameters is 

shown in Figure 3. The presented values are close to what was already 

calculated for a lignin and for fir wood both activated with KOH [17,23]. L0 

is an average characteristic of the pore texture closely related to both the 

surface area and the pore volumes. Since the data presented are either above, 
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 or only slightly below, 2 nm, mesopores widely contribute to the values of 

L0. Thus, analogies between the dependence of L0 and that of the total pore 

volume presented in Figure 2 can be evidenced. Whatever the activating 

agent, the same kinds of maxima are indeed recovered for nearly identical 

values of T, R, f and t. Increasing the heating rate decreases the average pore 

size, just like the total pore volume is decreased for both NaOH and KOH. 

It should finally be emphasised that the values of L0 were derived only from 

the characteristic adsorption energy (see Equation (1)), therefore in an 

independent way from the pore volumes. Finding completely consistent 

variations of total pore volume on one hand, and of mean pore size on the 

other hand, supports the accuracy and the relevance of both kinds of results. 

 

 

3.2.4. Carbon yield 

 

The carbon yields of lignin activated with both hydroxides in different 

experimental conditions are presented in Figure 4. All the results are below 

50 %; they are lower than what can be obtained with H3PO4 [13,25] or ZnCl2 

[10] activation, but only slightly below what is found for pure charring of 

lignin at the same temperatures [12,43], especially in the case of KOH. It can 

indeed be seen that, most of times and whatever the preparation conditions 

of the corresponding activated carbons, KOH leads to the highest carbon 

yields. This is a very interesting result, and also rather surprising, given that 

KOH was the hydroxide leading to the highest pore volumes and surface 

areas. This means that KOH is definitely the best activating agent, since the 

resulting materials are not only more microporous, but more lignin is 

transformed into active carbon during the process. 
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Examining now the effect of the individual preparation conditions, it can be 

observed that the carbon yield decreases with both T and R, whatever the 

hydroxide, in agreement with an enhanced activation when these parameters 

increase. However, as shown above in section 3.2.2, enhanced activation 

does not necessarily means higher pore volumes, and mass ratios hydroxide / 

lignin higher than 3 are then more prone to destroy the incipient carbon 

structure than to create a narrow porosity inside. 

 

Finding that the carbon yield is an increasing function of the flow rate of 

inert gas confirms the assertion suggested in section 3.1.1, according to 

which flushing the reactor with nitrogen removes the activating agents: either 

the hydroxide vapour itself, or the reaction products (H2O and also possibly 

CO2) acting as co-activating agents, or both. KOH being more volatile and 

more oxidising (hence producing more reaction products) than NaOH, its 

activating efficiency is also more sensitive to the flow of inert gas removing 

the vapours. The materials are thus less activated with higher flow rates of 

nitrogen, and the carbon yield progressively tends towards that of pure 

charring at high flow rates. The dehydrating and hence the cross-linking 

activities of KOH being higher than those of NaOH, a higher coke yield is 

obtained. 

 

The effect of activation time and heating rate on the carbon yield is rather 

small, probably within the experimental uncertainty, and hence it is better not 

trying to describe them. 
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3.2.5. Packing density 

 

The packing density is a property of the material in the powder form. For 

this reason, it does not only depend on the density of the particles 

themselves, but also on the way these particles are packed (see [44] for a full 

description of the packing of carbon particles). Assuming that the shape of 

the grains does not vary from one experiment to another, and assuming that 

the pouring of the powder into a given vessel is fully reproducible, are the 

required conditions to state that the packing density is representative of the 

density of the constitutive grains. It reads: 

 

packing density = particle density × filling factor of the vessel  (3) 

 

The filling factor is supposed to be constant (except for the NaOH-activated 

materials, whose results are not worth discussing and are not given, as 

explained in section 2.3), the packing density therefore gives an idea on the 

porosity of the active carbon grains. 

 

The packing densities shown in Figure 5 are rather low, though values with 

which they could be compared are few in the literature. Only packing 

densities of activated carbons powders made from crops, fruit stones or nut 

shells may be found, but such values are strongly dependent on the amount 

of macroscopic voids already present in the precursor and which are retained 

during the pyrolysis – activation process. A list of values may be found in 

[44] and [45], giving values ranging from 0.3 to 0.5 g cm-3 for typical activated 

carbons, suggesting that the materials made from lignin activation are light 

indeed. 
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The density of the grains decreases with the activation temperature, in 

agreement with the increasing total pore volume (see Figure 2(a)). By 

contrast, the density increases with the mass ratio hydroxide / lignin, R, and 

even much faster above R = 3. This finding corroborates the fact that less 

porosity is created at high values of R, because the carbon is formed as ever-

smaller grains, instead of developing inner porosity. Additionally, this agrees 

with what was also concluded in [33], where it was assumed that for medium-

to-high impregnation ratio, the KOH does not reach the interior of the char 

particles, remaining on the external surface. Thus, materials obtained at low 

R are very lights; however, their micro- and meso-porosity is poor, and large 

visible bubbles, inefficient for adsorption, are present inside the grains. 

Higher R allows obtaining higher micro- and meso-porosity, with less and 

less macroscopic voids. Thus, there is no contradiction between higher 

activation level and higher density.  

 

The packing density increases also with the flow rate of inert gas, but for a 

completely different reason, i.e., because the activation level decreases, as 

suggested in the previous sections. The effect of the activation time is low; 

maybe a swallow minimum is observed at t = 1.5 h, i.e., coinciding with the 

maxima of pore volumes, L0, and surface area. Finally, the density increases 

with the heating rate, in agreement with the previously observed decrease of 

the activation level. 
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4. Conclusions 

 

The characteristics of porous carbons made from the activation of 

demineralised lignin by either KOH or NaOH were described as a function 

of their preparation conditions. It has been shown that similar variations 

shall sometimes be interpreted in different ways, and this is the reason why 

all the characteristics presented in this work were methodically measured. 

Some of them are of crucial importance for the applications of the activated 

carbon (surface area, pore texture, average pore size), others are useful for 

understanding the activation mechanisms or are of practical use (carbon 

yield, packing density). The effect of all the synthesis parameters on the 

properties of the resulting activated carbons are summarised below. 

 

Increasing the activation temperature raises the activation level; all kinds of 

pores are simultaneously open and widened, with subsequent increase of the 

total pore volumes (induced by the development of mesopores) and decrease 

of both carbon yield and density. Due to the widening of the micropores and 

their conversion into mesopores, maxima of surface area and micropore 

volumes are observed, showing that an optimal activation temperature exists. 

 

Increasing the amount of activating agent has another effect; the activation 

level is also increased, but the resulting pore textures are different. The total 

pore volume presents a maximum, above which the micropores become less 

and less abundant. Since the carbon yield decreases while the density raises, 

this means that the lignin is still converted into carbon, but into a less and 

less porous one at high hydroxide / lignin ratios. Again, an optimum ratio 

exists. 
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The flow rate of inert gas has a lower effect, as compared with the 2 

preceding parameters. The competition between the removal of useless 

reaction products and that of potential activating agents in the vapour phase 

again leads to the observation of an optimum. High flow rates decrease the 

efficiency of the activation, giving less micropores and a lower surface area, 

while a denser carbon is obtained in higher proportion (higher carbon yield 

and density). 

 

Activation time and heating rates are the parameters to which the final 

properties are the less sensitive. Hence, only little improvement of the carbon 

characteristics can be achieved through their variation. Increasing these 

parameters may lead to higher or lower micropore volumes, depending on 

the hydroxide and the other preparation conditions. 

 

The last essential conclusion is that, whatever the way the activated carbons 

were prepared from lignin, KOH is undoubtedly the best activating 

hydroxide for obtaining highly microporous adsorbents. This result is 

different from what can be found for the activation of carbon materials like 

anthracites, for which NaOH is more efficient, whatever the experimental 

conditions. The present work also stressed the fact that the weight ratio: 

activating agent / precursor is of highest importance, so poor adsorption 

properties may be obtained if this parameter is not optimised through a 

systematic investigation. 
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Table 1. Proximate and ultimate analyses of KL and KLd (wt. %) 

 

 Proximate Analysis 

(wt %, dry basis) 

 Ultimate Analysis 

(wt %, daf) 

 Fixed 
Carbon 

Volatile 
matter 

Ash  C H N S O* 

KL 36.4 52.5 11.1  59.5 5.1 0.1 2.2 33.3 

KLd 39.7 60.1 0.2  65.8 5.9 0.0 0.5 27.8 
* Estimated by difference 
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Figure captions 

 

Figure 1: Dependence of the BET surface area of the activated carbons on 

their synthesis parameters. Empty symbols = NaOH; full 

symbols = KOH. Curves are just guides for the eye. 

 

Figure 2: Dependence of the pore volumes of (a) the KOH-activated 

carbons (full symbols) and (b) the NaOH-activated ones (empty 

symbols), on their synthesis parameters. Triangles = VDR; Circles 

= V0.99; Squares = Vmicro; Diamonds = Vmeso. Curves are just 

guides for the eye. 

 

Figure 3: Dependence of the mean pore size of the activated carbons on 

their synthesis parameters. Empty symbols = NaOH; full 

symbols = KOH. Curves are just guides for the eye. 

 

Figure 4: Dependence of the carbon yield on the activation parameters. 

Empty symbols = NaOH-activated carbons; full symbols = 

KOH-activated carbons. Curves are just guides for the eye. 

 

Figure 5: Dependence of the packing density of the KOH-activated carbons 

on their synthesis parameters. Curves are just guides for the eye. 
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Figure 1. 

V. Fierro et al. 
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Figure 2(a). 

V. Fierro et al. 
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Figure 2(b). 

V. Fierro et al. 
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Figure 3. 

V. Fierro et al. 
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Figure 4. 

V. Fierro et al. 
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Figure 5. 
V. Fierro et al. 
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5.2. Aplicaciones de carbones activados 

 

Tal y como se ha mostrado, es possible obtener CA esencialmente 
microporosos a partir de gnina Kraft. Así pues, básicamente su aplicación se 
restringe a la eliminación de contaminantes en efluentes líquidos. Sin 
embargo, a continuación también se muestran la participación en trabajos 
específicos en el campo de los reactores de membrana y en la purificación de 
xylo-oligosacáridos. 
 

 

5.2.1. Removal of Cu (II) from Aqueous Solutions by Adsorption on 
Activated Carbons Prepared from Kraft Lignin 
 
 
Este artículo se presentó en forma de póster en el congreso internacional 
Carbon 2003 (consultar Anexo C). 
 
Otros trabajos relacionados se presentan en los anexos A y D donde se 
presentan dos pósters: “Use of Kraft lignin for Cu (II) removal in industrial 
water” y “Uptake of Cu (II) and Zn from aqueous solution by Kraft lignin” 
publicados en los congresos 9th Mediterranean congress y 4th European 
Congress in Chemical Engineering, respectivamente. 
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Removal of Cu (II) from Aqueous Solutions by 

Adsorption on Activated Carbons Prepared from 

Kraft Lignin 

V. Fierro�, V. Torne, D. Montané and R. Garcia-Valls 

Departament d’Enginyeria Química, ETSEQ, Universitat Rovira i Virgili, Avinguda dels 

Països Catalans 26, Campus Sescelades, Tarragona 43007, Spain 

 

Abstract 

Activated carbons were prepared by phosphoric acid activation of Kraft 

lignin varying carbonization temperature (400-650ºC) and the weight ratio of 

phosphoric acid to lignin (P/L=0.7-1.75). As a result of the different 

pyrolysis conditions, activated carbons with various pore size distribution, 

surface area and surface acidic groups were obtained. The results showed the 

significant importance of carbonization temperature on the adsorption 

capacity for removal of copper. A maximum in the copper adsorption was 

found for carbons prepared at a carbonization temperature between 450 and 

550ºC. Increasing temperature acidic groups were degraded but increasing 

mesoporosity and surface area favored diffusion and adsorption. Increasing 

P/L ratio did not influence significantly on adsorption capacity of the 

activated carbons once lignin had completely reacted with phosphoric acid. 

P/L ratios higher than 1.2 did not modify the pore size distribution but it 

reduced the total volume of pores.  

 

Keywords: activated carbon, phosphoric activation, porosity, surface 

properties, metal removal 

 
� vfierro@etseq.urv.es  Tel: +34 977 55 85 46 
    Fax: +34 977 55 85 44 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The term lignin refers to a group of phenolic polymers that confer strength 

and rigidity to the woody cell wall of plants. Lignin is separated from wood 

during pulp and paper making operations, where it serves primarily as in-

house fuel required for the recovery of chemicals. The separation of Kraft 

lignin could be an alternative to incineration since lignin is a bountiful and 

renewable resource and represents an attractive field for future industrial 

chemistry. One of the potential uses is the production of activated carbon. 

Lignin can be used as precursor for activated carbon as it has been reported 

on physical activation of eucalyptus Kraft lignin by CO2 partial gasification
1 

and on chemical activation of this precursor by using zinc chloride2. 

However, the use of ZnCl2 has declined due to the environmental problems3 

and phosphoric acid is preferred as activating-dehydrating agent. 

Activated carbons are high porosity, high surface area materials used in 

industry for environmental remediation, purification and chemical recovery 

operations. While most activated carbons are used for adsorption of organic 

compounds, previous studies have shown that many activated carbons can 

uptake metal ions from solutions. 

This work was undertaken to study the feasibility of the utilization of 

activated carbon produced from Kraft lignin by chemical activation with 

phosphoric acid for the removal of heavy metal cations from water solutions. 

For this study, we chose copper as monitor of metal uptake, since copper is a 

ubiquitous metal in plating and jewelry manufacturing wastewaters. The 

influence of carbonization temperature and phosphoric acid to lignin weight 

ratio on Cu adsorption are analyzed. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

 

2.1 Materials 

Kraft lignin was provided by Lignotech Iberica S.A. Table 1 shows the 

ultimate and elemental analyses of lignin. Elemental analysis was carried out 

in a EA1108 Carlo Erba Elemental Analyzer. The proximate analysis was 

carried out following ISO standards following the weight losses at 100ºC/air 

(moisture), 900ºC/non-oxidizing atmosphere (volatile matter) and 815ºC/air 

(ash). 

A 85% H3PO4 solution (Panreac, Spain) was used as activating agent.  

 

2.2 Preparation and characterization of the activated carbons 

Lignin was mixed with varying amounts of H3PO4 in the range of 0.7 to 1.75 

phosphoric acid to lignin weight ratio (P/L) in wet basis. The slurry was left 

for 1h at room temperature and under air atmosphere, then transferred to a 

furnace DUM Model 10CAF where carbonization was carried out under air 

atmosphere. The oven was heated at 10ºC min-1, up to 150ºC where 

temperature was hold to allow free evolution of water. Afterwards the oven 

was heated at 10ºC min-1 to the final carbonization temperature (from 400 to 

650ºC) it was hold for 2h. In order to remove the excess of H3PO4 after 

carbonization, the cooled mass was extensively washed with distilled water 

until a neutral pH was attained (a CyberScan PC 510 pH-meter with a 

Hamilton-electrode 'Flushtrode', special for deionized water, was used). 

Then, the samples were dried in an oven at 110ºC overnight.  

Surface area and pore size characterization were performed using a 

Micromeritics ASAP2000 gas adsorption surface area analyzer. The specific 
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 surface area of the samples was determined from the nitrogen isotherms at -

196ºC and by using the BET equation. Micropore volume was determined 

using t-plot, mesopore volume using the BJH equation and total volume of 

pores was calculated at a relative pressure (p/p0) of 0.99. 

 

2.4 Cation-exchange capacity (CEC) 

A weighed amount of adsorbent was placed into an Erlenmeyer flask. A 

volume of 50ml of 0.1M NaOH was added. To attain equilibrium the flaks 

were shaken for 24h. After equilibration the NaOH concentration was 

measured by titration with HCl. The quantity of NaOH consumed was 

converted to CEC and expressed in meq g-1. 

 

2.5 Copper uptake from aqueous solutions 

Experiments were done in batches with 18 Erlenmeyer flasks containing 150 

mg of activated carbon and 150 ml of deionized water. Varying amounts of 

Cu(II) chloride (p.a. quality from Aldrich) were added to each flask. The 

initial pH of the solution was adjusted at pH=5 by adding 0.1N NaOH 

solution. The flasks were sealed to avoid evaporation and stirred for 24h at 

25ºC. The resulting Cu(II) concentration was analyzed by atomic absorption 

spechtrophotometry (AAS) with a Perkin Elmer 3110 model. The amounts 

of adsorbed copper were obtained by calculating the difference of each 

concentration before and after adsorption. Several activated carbons 

prepared at different carbonization temperature and acid phosphoric to 

lignin ratio (P/L) were tested. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.1 Surface area and porosity 

Table 2 shows BET surface area and pore volume distribution of the 

activated carbons prepared from Kraft lignin by phosphoric acid 

impregnation at different temperatures and P/L ratios. 

The surface areas increased between the temperature of 400 and 600ºC and 

the maximum surfaces of more than 1200 m2g-1 was observed at 600ºC. At 

temperatures higher than 600ºC, the surface areas were considerably reduced. 

The isotherms approached type I (Langmuir), indicating an essentially 

microporous character with some contribution of wider pores (meso- and 

macropores) depending on the carbonization temperature. At 400ºC, the 

activated carbon showed the highest value of microposity. Increasing the 

carbonization temperature produced the development of porosity in the 

mesoporous region. The activated carbons prepared at 550ºC exhibited a 

high contribution of the mesoporous region with a considerably reduced 

microposity. At these temperatures there is a reduction in the total volume of 

pores due to shrinkage of the material.  

The highest BET surface area was attained at P/L=1.2 and further increases 

in the P/L ratio produced a decrease in the BET surface area. The highest 

micropore to total volume ratio was found for the carbon prepared with the 

lowest P/L ratio. As P/L ratio increased up to P/L=1.2, the micropore 

volume also increased but in a lower extent than the mesoporous volume. 

Higher values of the P/L ratio reduced the total pore volume and affected to 

the micro and mesopore volume in a similar extent. Moreover, the relative 

importance of the volume of macropores increases with the P/L ratio. The 
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 use of a P/L ratio of 1.2 yields a carbon with the highest surface area at 

450ºC (SBET=1036 m2g-1) and total pore volume (Vp = 0.6 cm3g-1).  

 

Detailed discussion of these results and on the effect of phosphoric acid on 

surface area and pore size distribution is given elsewhere4. 

 

3.2 Cation-exchange capacity 

The acidic groups covering the carbon surface are usually quantified by using 

the Boehm's method5. NaHCO3 can detect only strong acids as the 

carboxylic group. Na2CO3 can detect the carboxylic groups, lactones and 

lactoles. NaOH, in addition of the aforementioned groups, is capable of 

detecting phenols. 

Benadi et al.6 analyzed phosphoric acid activated carbons produced from 

wood precursors using potentiometric titration and identified peaks 

corresponding to phosphonic acids (-PO3H2; pKa 7-9), phosphonous acids (-

PO2H2; pKa 3-4.5), and phosphines (-PR3; pKa 3-6.5, 8-9). 

In this work, we used modified method based on Bohem's method to 

measure the cation-exchange capacity (CEC) of the carbons7. Using NaOH, 

the total amount of acidic groups is quantified: carboxylic groups, lactones, 

lactoles, phenol and phosphorous-containing acids. 

Figure 1 shows that CEC decreases with carbonization temperature The 

decrease in the functional groups determined by NaOH titration is possibly 

due to degradation of phosphorous compounds. As temperature increases 

phosphate and polyphosphate bridges acting as crosslinking parts of the 

carbon structure descompose8,9 and it also could affect to surface 

phosphorous compounds that are degraded. Dastgheigb and Rockstraw10 

working on pecan shell activated carbons found a linear decrease in the 
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 functional groups detected by NaOH. These authors quantified functional 

groups by Boehm's method and concluded that temperature mainly affected 

to phenolic and/or phosphonic groups.  

 

Figure 2 shows CEC for carbons prepared at different P/L ratio between 0.7 

and 1.75. CEC increases with P/L ratio but the value remains proximately 

from P/L=1.0. As H3PO4 reacts with the hydroxyl groups of lignin it would 

exist a maximum in the P/L ratio and so a maximum in the phosphorous-

containing acids attached to the surface. In a previous work11 carried out in a 

thermogravimetric device, we have shown that phosphoric acid is in excess at 

P/L ratios higher than 1.0. 

 

3.3 Copper adsorption isotherms 

Langmuir isotherm was applied for adsorption equilibrium. 

Ce/qe = 1/(Q0 b) + Ce/Q0 

where Ce is the equilibrium concentration (mg l-1), qe is the amount absorbed 

at equilibrium (mg g-1), Q0 and b are the Langmuir constants related to 

adsorption capacity and energy of adsorption. The linear plot of Ce/qe versus 

Ce showed that the adsorption obeyed the Langmuir model. Here we study 

the variation of Q0 with carbonization temperature and P/L ratio taking into 

account CEC, surface area and pore size distribution of the activated 

carbons. 

Figure 3 shows the variation of the Cu adsorption capacity with the 

carbonization temperature. Comparing this plotting with the data showed in 

Figure 1 it can be clearly seen that the adsorption capacity of the activated 

carbons can not be directly correlated with the CEC. Although the lower the 
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 temperature of preparation the higher the determined CEC, it must be taken 

into account the surface area and the pore size distribution.  

Figure 3 also shows the evolution of BET surface area with temperature. The 

highest CEC was determined at 400ºC but also the surface area was low and 

most of the pore size distribution (75%) are micropores (with diameters less 

than 2nm). Considering the diameter of copper ion in aqueous solutions as 

1.2 nm12, a portion of micropores is not accessible to the hydrated copper 

ion. On the one hand, as temperature of carbonization increased up to 600ºC 

the surface area and the ratio of meso- and macropore volumes to total 

volume ratio also increased. On the other hand, CEC decreased with 

temperature as seen above. These two factors could explain the existence of 

a maximum in Cu adsorption for activated carbons prepared at temperatures 

between 450 and 550ºC. At temperatures higher than 600ºC, the shrinkage of 

the structure together with the decreasing tendency of CEC with temperature 

would explain the Cu adsorption observed.  

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the Cu adsorption capacity and the BET 

surface area with the P/L ratio. Cu adsorption increased with P/L ratio 

according with the higher CEC determined. However, the differences 

observed in Cu adsorption at low P/L ratios can not only be explained by the 

moderate variation of CEC for P/L values between 0.7 and 1.75. There was 

also a strong variation of the surface area and pore size distribution with the 

P/L ratio. At P/L=0.7, the activated carbon had a surface area of 603 m2g-1 

and 75% of the total pore volume corresponded to microporosity, therefore 

diffusional limitations could be expected. Increasing the P/L ratio 

microporosity decreased and remained proximately constant at 66% of the 

total pore volume even at the highest P/L=1.75 where surface decreased 

considerably. We think that the high CEC together with the no existence of 

diffusional limitations in carbons at P/L=1.75 could be the reason of the 
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 slight decrease in copper adsorption even if the surface area decreased 

greatly from 959 m2g-1 at P/L=1.4 to 704 m2g-1 at P/L=1.75. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This study showed that activated carbons produced from Kraft lignin can be 

tailored to have a high surface concentration of acidic groups and a pore size 

distribution favorable for adsorption of metallic ions from solutions.  

 

Carbonization temperature strongly affects to metal adsorption by changing 

porosity distribution and degrading phosphorous-acidic groups. The P/L 

ratio does not influence the amount of copper adsorbed if the added 

phosphoric acid is enough to allow the complete reaction of lignin. 

Thus, pyrolysis of lignin with phosphoric at temperatures about 500ºC and 

P/L ratio of 1.0 produces activated carbons with a favorable pore size 

distribution and enough surface acidic groups for removal of copper ions. 
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Fig. 1. Variation of the CEC of the 
activated carbons with the 
carbonization temperature. (P/L=1.4) 

Fig. 2. Variation of the CEC of the 
activated carbons with the P/L ratio. 
(T=450ºC) 
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Fig. 3. Variation of the Cu adsorbed 
and of the BET surface area with the 
carbonization temperature. (P/L=1.4) 
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Fig. 4. Variation of the Cu adsorbed 
and of the BET surface area with the 
P/L ratio. (T=450ºC) 
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Table 1 Lignin Analyses (wt.%) 

Proximate 
(wt.%, humid basis) 

 Elemental 
(wt.%, ash and moisture free) 

Moisture 14.45  Carbon 59.46 

Ash   9.50  Hydrogen  5.07 

Volatile matter  44.93  Nitrogen  0.05 

Fixed carbon a 31.12  Sulfur  2.15 

   Oxygena  33.27 

a Estimated by difference 
 
 
 

Table 2 Surface area and porosity of the activated carbons 

T 
(ºC) 

P/L SBET 

(m2/g) 
Vtotal 

(cm3/g) 
Vmicro 

(cm3/g) 
Vmeso 

(cm3/g) 
Vmacro 

(cm3/g) 

400 1.4 917 0.48 0.34 0.11 0.03 

425 1.4 944 0.50 0.27 0.18 0.05 

450 1.4 1101 0.54 0.33 0.01 0.20 
525 1.4 1173 0.60 0.29 0.08 0.22 

550 1.4 1163 0.58 0.31 0.14 0.13 
575 1.4 1178 0.59 0.30 0.05 0.25 

600 1.4 1245 0.67 0.24 0.10 0.33 
625 1.4 901 0.51 0.15 0.08 0.28 

650 1.4 834 0.46 0.10 0.09 0.27 
450 0.7 541 0.30 0.20 0.02 0.09 

450 1.0 998 0.50 0.30 0.10 0.10 
450 1.2 1036 0.51 0.31 0.10 0.10 

450 1.8 950 0.46 0.28 0.07 0.12 
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5.2.2. Optimization of the synthesis of highly microporous carbons by 
chemical activation of Kraft lignin with NaOH 
 
 
Este artículo ha sido enviado al Chemical Engineering Journal durante el año 
2006. 
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Abstract 

 

Highly microporous carbon materials with high apparent surface areas (up to 

2400 m2/g) were obtained by heat treatment of mixtures of demineralised 

kraft lignin (KLd) and NaOH. Application of a statistical tool, the response 

surface methodology, was used to determine the optimum operation 

conditions for preparing activated carbons able to adsorb phenol. For that 

purpose, three parameters were varied: temperature of activation, 

NaOH/KLd percent mass ratio and nitrogen flow rate. This carbon was 

tested for the adsorption of methylene blue, obtaining adsorptions of 93.9 

g/100 g AC.It has a high microporosity (0.997 cm3/g that corresponds with 

more than 74% of the total porosity) and specific surface area of 2400 m2/g. 

This best activated carbon was prepared at 783ºC, 26.4% of Kraft lignin and 

200 cm3 N2/min.   

 

 

Key words: activated carbon, methylene blue, phenol, adsorption capacity, 

response surface methodology.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Lignin is an abundant bio-polymer that is obtained in large quantities during 

chemical pulping of wood and annual plants for the production of cellulose 

pulps. Several kinds of technical lignins are identified depending on the 

pulping process, such as Kraft lignin, lingosulfonates, and organosolv lignin, 

the first being the most extended. The established use of lignin in the Kraft 

process is as in-house fuel to supply energy to the process, which also allows 

the simultaneous regeneration of the pulping chemicals. However, the 

enormous amount of lignin that is processed through the Kraft pulping-

plants yearly has prompted interest on finding higher value applications for 

this material. Some uses that have been explored are as binder for animal 

fodder, to prepare lubricants for oil well drilling, in soil stabilization, as 

substitute for phenol in adhesives, and as precursor for the manufacture of 

activated carbon. The latter is currently a favored application, since the 

demand of carbonaceous adsorbents is growing worldwide driven by stricter 

environmental regulations, which force improvement in separation 

techniques and intensive processing of waste streams to reduce the emissions 

of gas and liquid contaminants. Activated carbons and carbon molecular 

sieves are used in several industrial processes such as gas separation, gas 

storage, purification or catalyzed reactions [1-3]. The properties of the 

carbonaceous adsorbent depend on the pore volume distribution, the kind of 

pores present, and on the surface chemistry. All those factors are direct 

consequence of the nature of the precursor material and, most important, on 

the activation agent and reaction conditions [4-9]. 

 

In recent studies on the chemical activation of Kraft lignin with H3PO4 [10, 

11], we obtained microporous activated carbons with surface areas as high as 
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 1300 m2/g, although higher specific surfaces may be obtained with other 

activating agents. There is a growing interest in alkaline hydroxide activation 

process, and KOH has been found to be one of the most effective 

compounds for that purpose [9, 12-15]. High surface areas and pore volumes 

are reported for lignocellulosic materials, carbons and chars activated by 

KOH with surface areas up to 3000 m2/g [16]. Exploratory studies evidenced 

the possibility of preparing highly microporous carbons from Kraft lignin 

using NaOH and KOH as activating agent in suitable experimental 

conditions [16].  

 

There are several parameters that influence the activation process [4-9]. Make 

a complete study of each one to observe its effect entails a large number of 

experiments. Conventional and classical methods of studying a process by 

maintaining other factors involved at an unspecified constant level does not 

depict the combined effect of all the factors involved. Thus, a parameter 

alone has not a significant effect but it can affect to others parameters. To 

study all this interactions and the effect of each parameter separately a 

statistical tool can be used, the response surface methodology [17-25]. In this 

case, this method also requires time, depending on the number of parameters 

studied, but this optimization tool studies the effect of the parameters in a 

collectively way reducing the number of experiments. 

 

The aim of the present work was to develop a systematic study to optimize 

the manufacture of carbons activated from Kraft lignin by activation with 

NaOH. A statistical study based on the surface-response method [17-25] has 

been developed using the adsorption of methylene blue as dependent 

variable, since it serves as a model compound for the most usual organic 
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 pollutants [16, 25-39]. We have used the methylene blue adsorption capacity 

as response variable to choose the best AC. 

 

Methylene blue can serve as a model for the adsorption of organic pollutants 

[25], as several works has demonstrated [16, 26-39]. These compounds 

destroy the ozone stratospheric layer, are the precursors of photochemical 

oxidants, produce acid rain, affect to the nervous system and are carcinogenic 

and mutagenic agents [40]. For this reason, a big number of studies about the 

elimination of these compounds have been published [40-42] using different 

methods for treating them. 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

 

2.1. Materials 

 

KL was supplied by Lignotech Ibérica S.A. (Spain), and was presented in the 

form of a fine dark brown powder. Ash content of the lignin was 9.5% on 

reception, and lignin was demineralised prior to the preparation of the 

carbons. To remove the inorganic matter from KL, batches of 100 g were 

introduced in 2 l of water leading to dark brown suspensions of pH 9.5, and 

lignin was then precipitated by adding H2SO4 until the pH decreased to 1. 

The precipitate was gently washed with distilled water until constant pH and 

it was dried overnight at 105 ºC. The lignin prepared this way was nearly 

mineral-free and was labelled demineralised Kraft lignin (KLd). 

 

Extra pure methylene blue chloride (MB) powder was supplied by Scharlau. 

It was diluted in distilled water to obtain a solution of 3.2 mM of 
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 concentration. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) of 99% purity was purchased in 

the form of lentils from Scharlau. 

 

 

2.2. Preparation of carbons 

 

Sodium hydroxides lentils were ground and physically mixed with KLd at KLd 

to total mix mass ratios between 18% and 32%. The carbonisation was 

carried out in a horizontal tubular furnace, where the samples were heated in 

a crucible at 5ºC/min from room temperature to a nominal carbonisation 

temperature (Tcarb) of between 700ºC and 869ºC. Flows of N2 (f) of between 

200 and 500 cm3/min were used, and the samples were kept at the nominal 

carbonization temperature for one hour before cooling them down under 

nitrogen atmosphere. 

 

During the experiments, both metallic sodium and NaOH were transported 

by the vapours and could be observed at the outlet of the reactor. Metallic 

sodium mixed with sodium carbonate was also present inside the crucible. 

Therefore, the latter was submitted to atmospheric humidity for two days to 

oxidise sodium metal slowly. Finally, the activated carbon was washed with 

extreme care, first with 1 M HCl, and finally with distilled water until a 

constant pH of around 6. After drying in an oven during 24 h, a very light 

activated carbon was obtained. 

 

The effectiveness of the carbons prepared from Kraft lignin for methylene 

blue adsorption was compared with that of three commercial AC (CAC1, 

CAC2 and CAC3), which were kindly provided by Norit Americas Inc. These 

carbons are prepared by physical activation with steam [37] and their main 

properties are shown in Table 1. CAC1 and CAC3 are mainly microporous 
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 with high surface areas of more than 1000 m2/g. CAC2 has a lower surface 

area and less than 30% of microporous (0.185 cm3/g in microporous volume 

respect a total volume of 0.637 cm3/g). All of them have an acidic surface 

character. 

 

 

2.3. Response surface methodology (RSM) 

 
The experiments were planned using a response surface methodology, which 

was based on a central factorial design established around a central point 

located in the expected optimal zone [43, 44]. Methylene blue adsorption was 

the dependent variable, and the independent variables were the proportion of 

NaOH, the carbonisation temperature and the flow-rate of nitrogen inside 

the carbonization tube [16]. 

 

This technique develops a two or three dimension surface obtained from 

several experimental data [43, 44]. As we can see in Figure 1, this 

methodology is based on a central factorial design established in a central 

point that is determined in a theoretical optimum zone. From this point, 

some deviations of a controlled size are made and if it is necessary, more 

equidistant axial points from the central one can be added to complete the 

experimental table, called the compost central factorial design. Figure 2 

shows the algorithm followed in the RSM. 

 

The analysis of the surface response determined the significance of the effect 

of the independent variables and their interactions. The design was expanded 

with a second set of experiments into a compost central factorial design (see 

Figure 2) to locate the optimum more precisely. 
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In the presented work, the central point was established at a carbonisation 

temperature of 770ºC, a mass ratio of 25% of KLd, and a nitrogen flow of 

350 cm3/min, according to the available literature [45-50]. The variations 

performed were ±70ºC in the temperature, ±5% in the mass ratio, and ±150 

cm3/min in the nitrogen flow.  

 

 

2.4. Characterisation of the activated carbons  

 

2.4.1. Surface area and porosity 

 

Surface area and porosity were determined from the nitrogen adsorption–

desorption isotherms obtained at 77 K with an automatic instrument (ASAP 

2020, Micromeritics). The samples were previously degassed at 523 K for 

several hours. N2 adsorption data for P/P0 from 10-5 to 0.99 (in a set of 

values previously fixed) were analysed according to: (i) the BET method [51] 

for calculating the specific surface area, SBET; and (ii) the αS method [52] for 

calculating the micropore volume, Vα,micro, and the ultramicropore volume, V

α,ultra, using Carbopack F Graphitised Carbon Black as reference material [53]. 

The total pore volume, V0.99, was calculated from nitrogen adsorption at a 

relative pressure of 0.99.  

 

2.4.2. Methylene blue (MB) adsorption tests 

 

MB serves as a model compound for adsorption of organic contaminants 

from aqueous solution and is used as a primary indicator of the adsorption 

capacity of activated carbons [25]. The adsorption test of MB is based on a 
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 one point adsorption isotherm. The analysis was performed mixing 33.7 mg 

of AC in a topped plastic bottle with 50 ml of a solution of 3.2 mM of MB. 

This suspension remained under mechanical agitation for 24 hours. 

Afterwards, a sample of the solution was extracted and analysed in a UV-VIS 

in an 8500 Dinko Instruments spectrophotometer, equipped with a tungsten 

lamp operated at 664.8 nm. The MB adsorption capacity (qAM) was calculated 

by the difference between the initial and the final concentrations, and 

expressed as grams of MB per 100g of AC (g MB/100g AC). 

 

 

2.4.3. Surface functionality 

 

Modified Boehm titration [54] was used to identify and quantify the acid and 

basic surface functionality of the AC. For this, 25 mg of dry sample were 

mixed with 25 ml of NaOH 0.1 N, Na2CO3 0.1 N, NaHCO3 0.1 N, sodium 

ethoxide 0.1 N and HCl 0.05 N. The first four solutions determine the acidic 

surface sites whereas the latter is used to measure the total basic sites. NaOH 

is used to quantify carboxylic, lactone and phenol groups, Na2CO3 for 

carboxylics and lactones; NaHCO3 determines carboxylics and sodium 

ethoxide for the total acidic sites. By difference between them, it is possible 

to calculate the quantity of each surface group. The suspensions of AC were 

stirred for 48 hours to complete contact between the surface groups and the 

reagent in the solution. Afterwards, the suspension was filtered and samples 

of 5 ml were titrated with HCl or NaOH depending on the solution. The 

adsorbed quantity was calculated by the difference between the initial and the 

final valours and expressed in terms of miliequivalents per gram of AC 

(meq/g AC). 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

 

3.1. Application of RSM to optimize adsorption capacity 

 

A preliminary study with activated carbons prepared with LKd and potassium 

hydroxide [16] dealing with the effect of the experimental conditions on the 

characteristics of the activated carbons was carried out in order to determine 

the most relevant ones. The latter were found to be activation temperature 

Tcarb, mass ratio of lignin R and N2 flow rate f, while the activation time and 

heating rate were found to have minor effects within the corresponding 

range of values investigated. For this reason, activation time and heating rate 

were fixed at one hour and 5 ºC/min, respectively. 

 

 

3.1.1. First screening experiments 

 

According to the central factorial design, seventeen AC were prepared under 

the conditions detailed in Table 3. The central point was: Tcarb = 770 ºC, R = 

25% and f = 350 cm3/min. Table 4 shows the values of the statistical 

parameter, p-value, that represent the error existing in the linear and 

quadratic approximations for the RSM. The error level has been established 

in 5% so a p-value above 0.050 means that this parameter has not a 

significant influence on the dependent variable. Application of a linear 

approximation gives information about the influence of temperature, mass 

ratio and nitrogen flow within the MB adsorption. Table 4 shows that the 

three parameters have p-values above 0.050, which means that these 

parameters have not a significant linear effect in the adsorption of the MB, 

but comparing among them temperature and the mass ratio are more 
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 significant than nitrogen flow. The quadratic approximation of the central 

factorial design, shows two important facts: i) first, the influence of each 

parameter alone and the combined effect of each pair in the adsorption of 

MB (for instance, the combined effect of the temperature and mass ratio in 

the elimination of MB); ii) second, if the experiments are well represented by 

the quadratic approximation or not, from the value of the parameter 

Tcarb
2+R2+f2. The latter is important because the quadratic approximation 

gives a surface area where an optimum can be located. If we are not working 

in this zone, we do not find the maximum. 

 

Table 4 shows that the quadratic approximation corroborates the results 

obtained from the application of the linear approximation. The influence of 

temperature and mass ratio is not strictly significant on the adsorption of MB 

at 95% probabilities but their p-values, 0.085 and 0.078 for the temperature 

and the mass ratio respectively, are very close to 0.05. Probably, the election 

of a new central point should result in a clearer determination of the true 

effects of temperature and mass ratio, which is supported by the p-value of 

the combined effect of temperature and mass ratio, which is below 0.050. In 

contrast, the nitrogen flow and the combination of this parameter with 

temperature and mass ratio give p-values bigger than 0.300, and in 

consequence, the nitrogen flow was determined not to be a significant 

parameter for the study. Finally, the value of T2+R2+f2 was 0.039 which 

shows that we are working with a quadratic surface that with a better central 

point should give us the optimum conditions for the preparation of ACs, 

with adsorption of MB. It was necessary to expand the study with a 

maximum a compost central factorial design by adding experiments 12 to 17.  

 

From these results, we can conclude that we are working near the optimum 

zone but the central point must be improved. In summary, the effect of the 
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 nitrogen flow and its interaction with Tcarb and R were not significant. 

Therefore, a constant value of f = 200 cm3 N2/min, that is a typical value [49, 

50, 55], was maintained for the remaining experiments. On the other hand, 

when the temperature was below 750ºC, the MB adsorption capacity 

decreased with the mass ratio, but above that temperature the dependence 

with the mass ratio was the opposite. The mass ratio increased the MB 

adsorption capacity, and it also increased with the temperature for all the 

mass ratios studied until 777ºC, where a maximum exists, and from where 

the adsorption decreases. This phenomenon occurs because at higher 

temperatures and mass ratios, the structure of the AC begins to collapse 

caused by an excessive effect of the activation [16] producing the reduction 

of the specific surface area that is the main responsible for the MB 

adsorption. 

 

 

3.1.2. Experiments with the refined central point 

 

The results of the first screening experiments demonstrated that nitrogen 

flow-rate was not significant, but the significance of temperature and mass 

ratio was not clearly established, nor was the optimum located. Therefore a 

second set of experiments was conducted according to a new design around 

a new central point, which used smaller variations. The central point was 

fixed at 777ºC with a content of lignin of 23% within variations of ±30ºC 

and ±2%. Fourteen new samples of AC were prepared at the conditions 

detailed in Table 5. 

 

The experiments realised in this second zone gave the p-values for the 

quadratic approximation of the temperature and mass ratio shown in Table 6. 

In this case, it is not necessary to study the linear approximation since we are 
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 working with only two parameters, temperature and mass ratio. The 

significant influence of both parameters was clear, since the p-values were 

below 0.050. The combined effect of temperature and mass ratio had also 

significance. Values for T2 and R2, 0.002 and 0.017 respectively, show that the 

quadratic surface should give the optimum conditions to prepare an AC with 

maximum adsorption of MB. 

 

 

3.1.3. Integration of the first-step experiments 

 

Figure 3 shows the response surface modelled from all the experimental data, 

the first and the second sets of experiments. A maximum MB adsorption of 

96.4 g MB/100g AC was predicted at 783ºC, 26.4% in KLd content and 200 

cm3 N2/min. The activated carbon prepared at those conditions gave a MB 

adsorption of 93.9 g MB/100g AC. Table 7 shows the characterisation of the 

AC prepared at the optimum conditions. The carbon had a specific surface 

of 2400 m2/g, and it was highly microporous (more than 65% of the total 

porosity), and its surface was predominantly basic, with 15.8 meq/g of basic 

groups and only 10.5 meq/g of acidic groups. 

 

 

3.2. Other characteristics of the activated carbons 

 

In general, the MB adsorption capacity of an activated carbon is closely 

related to the specific surface area, as shown in Figure 4 for activated carbons 

prepared by chemical and physical activation. Carbons obtained by chemical 

activation include our own results on ACs from Kraft lignin activated with 

H3PO4 [35], KOH [16] and NaOH, and bibliographic data on carbons 

prepared by activation with H3PO4 [32], KOH [26-31, 33] and steam [38, 39]. 
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 Three commercial carbons are also included [37]. MB adsorption capacity 

for the activated carbons prepared in this study range from 38.7 g MB/100g 

AC to 98.2 g MB/100g AC, in good agreement with the results reported by 

several authors [26-31, 33] for carbons prepared from different types of raw 

materials (olive stone, petroleum coke, pistachio shells, wood, etc.) by KOH 

activation, which ranged from 26.3 g MB/100g AC to 110.0 g MB/100g AC 

which lay in the same range of values than for NaOH carbons. The very 

large porosities and surface areas of the activated carbons prepared with 

NaOH and KOH facilitates the adsorption of large quantities of adsorbates 

and thus carbons can find application in removing organic and inorganic 

molecules from contaminated streams, efficiently [26, 27, 29, 32, 34]. In 

contrast, activated carbons prepared from Kraft lignin by phosphoric acid 

activation have more limited MB adsorption capacities, about 38.9 g 

MB/100g AC [32], which is caused by the lower specific surfaces. Finally, 

carbons activated with steam [38, 39] and the three commercial activated 

carbons tested in this study have adsorption capacities similar to those of 

phosphoric acid carbons. 

 

Due to the size of the MB molecule, around 15 Å, this compound is 

adsorbed only in the larger micropores or supermicropores (13-20 Å), and 

the mesopores (>20 Å) [34]. Figures 5 and 6 show the variation of the MB 

adsorption capacity with the micropore and the supermicropore and 

mesopore volumes. These figures confirm that MB is adsorbed on the 

supermicropores and mesopores. 

 

On the other hand, in some cases where the surface area and the porosity is 

less developed, the MB adsorption capacity is greater than the expected and 

it is caused by the surface chemistry [31, 56]. MB is a dye with basic character 

and when is put in contact with a strong acid surface charge, electrostatic 
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 interactions acts between the delocalised π electron of the carbon surface 

and the free electrons of the dye molecule presents in aromatic rings 

principally [56]. In Figures 7 and 8, the effect of the acid and basic surface 

chemistry is presented, respectively. In general, a better correlation between 

the MB adsorption capacities exists with the acidity surfaces (Figure 7). 

However, due to the fact that the porosity is well developed in the AC 

studied (Table 1 and 7), the surface chemistry does not play an important 

role collaborating in the adsorption phenomena.  

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The aim of this study was to optimize the preparation of carbons activated 

with NaOH for the purification of water polluted with organic compounds, 

and to study the interaction between the experimental variables by using a 

statistical method for the design of experiments. 

 

The statistical method selected, the Response Surface Methodology, has been 

showed to provide the optimum conditions for prepare an AC that adsorb 

more MB and phenol than de commercials carbons used for comparison. 

 

In the first step of the experimental application of the RSM, the effect of the 

nitrogen flow and its interaction with Tcarb and R were not significant and 

does not affect the finally properties of the AC, especially the adsorption of 

MB. A typical constant value of f = 200 cm3 N2/min was set for the 

remaining experiments centered in a second central point. 

 

Integration of the first-step and the second-step experiments allowed 

selecting the optimum AC where the maximum MB adsorption take place is 
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 achieved at 783ºC, 26.4% in KLd content and 200 cm
3 N2/min with a MB 

adsorption capacity of 93.9 mg/100g AC. These adsorption capacities are 

well correlated with the supermicropore and mesopore volume and also with 

the acidic groups of the surface due to the character of the basic dye 

employed. 
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Table 1. Physical properties of the commercial AC used. 

 SBET 

(m2/g) 

Vα,micro 

(cm3/g) 

Vα,ultra 

(cm3/g) 

V0.99 

(cm3/g) 

Acidic Groups 

(meq 

H+/gAC)  

Basic Groups 

(meq OH-/gAC) 

CAC1 1350 0.458 0.139 0.713 2.6 0.5 
CAC2 620 0.185 0.085 0.637 7.9 1.2 
CAC3 1020 0.334 0.152 0.625 5.0 2.1 
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Table 2. Properties of adsorptive molecule. 

Molecule Structure 
MWa 

(g/mol) 

Tbb 

(ºC) 

Solubility 

(%) w/w 

Size 

(Å)a 

MB 

 

319.9 Decompose 100.0 15 

MWa. Molecular weight. 

Tbb. Normal boiling point. 

Sizec. Size calculated with ACDLABS 8.0. 
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Table 3. Points studied in the first-step experiments. 

Real Values  Statistical Values 

Experiment Tcarb 

(ºC) 

R 

(%) 

f 

(cm3/min) 

 Tcarb 

(ºC) 

R 

(%) 

f 

(cm3/min) 

qAM 

(g/100 g AC) 

1 700 20 200  -1 -1 -1 79.2 
2 840 20 500  1 -1 1 38.7 
3 770 25 350  0 0 0 86.7 
4 840 30 200  1 1 -1 85.1 
5 700 30 500  -1 1 1 62.6 
6 770 25 350  0 0 0 98.2 
7 840 30 500  1 1 1 82.2 
8 700 30 200  -1 1 -1 83.6 
9 770 25 350  0 0 0 91.8 
10 840 20 200  1 -1 -1 49.8 
11 700 20 500  -1 -1 1 87.0 

         
Axial Points: 

12 770 32 350  0 1.4 0 91.5 
13 869 25 350  -1.4 0 0 91.9 
14 770 25 350  0 0 0 96.1 
15 770 25 350  0 0 0 94.7 
16 671 25 350  1.4 0 0 77.0 
17 770 18 350  0 -1.4 0 83.4 
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Table 4. Statistic p-value for the analysis in the first-step experiments, linear 

and quadratic approximations. 

  Tcarb R f Tcarb�R Tcarb�f R�f Tcarb
2+R2+f2 

Linear 
approximation 

0.298 0.282 0.606 - - - - Central 
factorial 
design Quadratic 

approximation 
0.085 0.078 0.309 0.021 0.977 0.423 0.039 

         
Compost 
central 
factorial 
design 

Quadratic 
approximation 

0.822 0.230 - 0.059 - - 0.153 
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Table 5. Points studied in the second-step experiments. 

Real Values  Statistical Values 

Experiment Tcarb 

(ºC) 

R 

(%) 

f 

(cm3/min) 

 Tcarb 

(ºC) 

R 

(%) 

f 

(cm3/min) 

qAM 

(g/100 g AC) 

18 807 25 200  1 1 - 97.2 
19 747 21 200  -1 -1 - 94.3 
20 777 23 200  0 0 - 96.2 
21 807 21 200  1 -1 - 91.9 
22 747 25 200  -1 1 - 94.1 
23 777 23 200  0 0 - 93.6 
24 777 23 200  0 0 - 93.9 

         
Axial Points: 

25 777 20 200  0 -1.4 - 95.1 
26 777 26 200  0 1.4 - 88.0 
27 777 23 200  0 0 - 97.4 
28 777 23 200  0 0 - 93.2 
29 777 23 200  0 0 - 95.7 
30 819 23 200  1.4 0 - 90.3 
31 735 23 200  -1.4 0 - 95.6 
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Table 6. Statistic p-value for the variables, quadratic approximation. 

 Tcarb R Tcarb�R Tcarb
2 R2 

Quadratic approximation  0.057 0.016 0.008 0.002 0.017 
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Table 7. Properties of the optimum AC for the adsorption of MB. 

SBET 

(m2/g) 

Vα,micro 

(cm3/g) 

Vα,super 

(cm3/g) 

V0.99 

(cm3/g) 

Acidic Groups 

(meq H+/g AC)  

Basic Groups 

(meq OH-/g AC) 

2400 0.964 0.090 1.472 10.5 15.8 
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Table 8. MB (qMB) adsorption capacity of the optimum AC and the 

commercial ones. 

qMB AC-optimum CAC1 CAC2 CAC3 

g/100 g AC  93.9 41.5 31.5 21.7 
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Captions of the figures 

 

 

Figure 1. Scheme of experimental points for the RSM development in two 

dimensions. 

Figure 2. Response Surface Methodology basic steps. 

Figure 3. Variation of the quantity of MB adsorbed depending on the 

temperature (T) and the KLd quantity (R) a) in three dimensions 

and b) in two dimensions. 

Figure 4. Specific surface area in front of MB adsorption capacity for AC 

obtained by activation with: ���� H3PO4 (our AC), ���� H3PO4 from 

bibliography, 				 KOH (our AC), 



 KOH from bibliography, ∆∆∆∆ 

NaOH,  commercial carbons and ���� steam activation from 

bibliography. Continuous line show the general data tendency. 

Figure 5. Microporous volume in front of MB adsorption capacity for AC 

obtained by activation with: ���� H3PO4, 				 KOH, 



 KOH from 

bibliography, ∆∆∆∆ NaOH and  commercial AC. Continuous line 

show the general data tendency. 

Figure 6. Supermicroporous and mesoporous volume in front of MB 

adsorption capacity for different AC obtained by activation with: 

���� H3PO4 (our AC), 				 KOH (our AC), ∆∆∆∆ NaOH and  

commercial carbons. Continuous line show the general data 

tendency. 
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Figure 7. Acidic surface chemistry influence with the MB adsorption 

capacity for different AC obtained by activation with: ���� H3PO4 

(our AC), 				 KOH (our AC), ∆∆∆∆ NaOH and  commercial 

carbons. Continuous line show the general data tendency. 

Figure 8. basic surface chemistry vs. MB adsorption capacity for different 

AC obtained by activation with: ���� H3PO4 (our AC), 				 KOH 

(our AC), ∆∆∆∆ NaOH and  commercial carbons. Continuous line 

show the general data tendency. 
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Figure 1 
Torné-Fernández, V., et.al 
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Figure 2 
Torné-Fernández, V., et.al 
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Figure 3 
Torné-Fernández, V., et.al 
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Figure 5 
Torné-Fernández, V., et.al 
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Figure 6 
Torné-Fernández, V., et.al 
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Figure 7 
Torné-Fernández, V., et.al 
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Figure 8 
Torné-Fernández, V., et.al 
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5.2.3. Sorption study of organic compounds on highly microporous 
carbons prepared from Kraft lignin 
 
 
Este artículo ha sido enviado al journal Adsorption Science and Technology 
durante el año 2006. 
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Abstract 

Activated carbons obtained from Kraft lignin by chemical activation with 

sodium hydroxide, potassium hydroxide or phosphoric acid are highly 

microporous carbon materials with high apparent surface areas up to 2900 

m2/g. Carbonaceous microporous adsorbates have been used for the 

adsorption of organic contaminants in aqueous phase. Thus, three different 

types of activated carbons derived from Kraft lignin are used for this purpose 

and large amounts of adsorbed pollutants are achieved with values between 

100 and 240 mg�g-1 for phenol and 185 and 235 mg�g-1 for benzene. A kinetic 

study was done and phenol and benzene adsorption data obtained fit well a 

pseudo-second-order reaction, as it is described in the literature. 

 

Key words: activated carbon, phenol, benzene, adsorption capacity, liquid phase.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Kraft lignin is obtained from the treatment of black liquors originating of 

paper production. This black liquor is a residue composed principally of 

cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. This last one, the second most abundant 

component in wood in a proportion until 24%. 

 

The preparation of activated carbons (AC) from Kraft lignin [1-6] is a novel 

usage of this raw material, which is mainly used as in-house fuel for the 

recovery of both energy and residual inorganic matter, and also others 

employments [7-14] as animal feed binding, oil well drilling, soil stabilization, 

protein precipitation or board additives are of minor importance. 

 

We have recently reported the chemical activation of KL impregnated with 

H3PO4 [6, 15], NaOH [5, 16] and KOH [16] obtaining AC essentially 

microporous with surface areas as high as 1300 m2/g for the activation with 

H3PO4 and 2400 m2/g for alkaline hydroxides. Activation with potassium 

hydroxide (KOH) has grained a growing interest as activating agent since it 

has been found to be one of the most effective compounds for that purpose 

[17-21]. High surface areas and pore volumes are reported for lignocellulosic 

materials, carbons and chars activated by KOH with surface areas up to 3000 

m2/g [5].  

 

ACs are used in several industrial processes such as gas separation, gas 

storage, purification or catalyzed reactions [7, 22, 23]. The aim of the present 

study is to examine the capability of a series of AC developed from the 

chemical activation of Kraft lignin with phosphoric acid, sodium hydroxide 

and potassium hydroxide impregnation to adsorb organic compounds from 
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 low concentration wastewater. These organic components are common 

contaminants in industrial waters since they are used as intermediates in the 

synthesis of dyes, pesticides, explosives, insecticides, and also they constitute 

priority pollutants [24]. These waters are generally treated with chlorine, used 

as disinfectant and it reacts with phenol and form chlorophenols. This 

derived compound from phenol is a big problem since it is one of the most 

toxic pollutants found in industrial wastewaters. For these reasons, benzene 

and phenol in dilute aqueous solution were chosen as representative model 

compounds for adsorption assessment. 

 

As it is presented in Table 1, phenol is commonly used in this sense [25-92] 

but only few experimental aqueous-phase adsorption isotherm data are 

available in the literature for benzene [24, 36, 53, 93-96] and toluene [24, 36, 

49, 53, 70, 93-95, 97] compared with the large quantity of tests in gas phase 

[98]. The importance of the study of this kind of compounds is based on the 

fact that they destroy the ozone stratospheric layer, are the precursors of 

photochemical oxidants, produce acid rain, affect to the nervous system and 

are carcinogenic and mutagenic agents [98]. For this reason, a big number of 

studies about the elimination of these compounds have been published [98-

100] using different methods for treating it. 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

 

2.1. Materials 

 

KL was supplied by Lignotech Ibérica S.A. (Spain), and was presented in the 

form of a fine dark brown powder. The removal of the inorganic matter 

from KL was achieved as follows: batches of 100 g were introduced in 2 l of 
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 water, leading to dark brown suspensions of pH 9.5, and lignin was 

precipitated by adding H2SO4 until the pH decreased to 1. The precipitate 

was gently washed with distilled water until the pH of the rinse was constant 

and finally dried overnight at 105 ºC. The lignin prepared this way was nearly 

mineral-free and was termed demineralised Kraft lignin (KLd). 

 

Two activating agents were used with KLd: sodium hydroxide (NaOH) with a 

99% purity and potassium hidroxyde (KOH) with 85% of purity, both 

provided by Scharlau as lentils. Another activating agent was used with KL, 

an 85% solution of phosphoric acid (H3PO4) supplied by Panreac Spain. 

 

For the adsorption tests, phenol (Ph) crystals and benzene solution were 

supplied by Aldrich with more than 99% of purity. Both organic compounds 

were solved in ultrapure water from a Milli-Q Millipore equipment for 

preparing 100 ppm solutions that were kept in crystal bottles under a 

temperature of 6ºC. 

 

 

2.2. Preparation of carbons 

 

For the preparation of AC with NaOH (AC-Na), sodium hydroxides lentils 

were ground and physically mixed with KLd according to a NaOH/ KLd 

mass ratio of 3/1. The carbonisation was carried out in a horizontal furnace 

and the samples were heated from room temperature to 750ºC in a N2 flow 

of 200 cm3/min. This sample was kept at the final temperature for a 

carbonisation time of one hour before cooling down under nitrogen. The 

heat rate was established in 5ºC/min. Afterwards, the sample was submitted 

to atmospheric humidity for two days, during which the alkaline metal 

remaining slowly oxidised. Finally, the activated carbon was washed with 
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 extreme care, first with 1 M HCl, and finally with distilled water until the pH 

of the rinse remains constant and close to 6 (a CyberScan PC 510 pH-meter 

with a Hamilton-electrode “Flushtrode” was used). After drying in an oven 

during 24 hours, a very light activated carbon was obtained. 

 

The preparation of AC with KOH (AC-K) was made following the same 

methodology explained before but with different activating conditions: 700ºC 

of carbonisation temperature, a KOH/ KLd mass ratio of 3/1 and a 400 cm3 

N2/min. 

 

In the chemical activation with H3PO4 (AC-P), the procedure was different. 

KL was mixed with H3PO4 a 1.4 acid to lignin weight ratio (P/L) on a wet 

basis. The slurry was left for an impregnation time of 48 hours at room 

temperature in air, and then transferred to a furnace DUM Model 10CAF 

where carbonization was carried out under air atmosphere. The furnace was 

heated at 10 ºC min-1, up to 150 ºC, which temperature was held for 1 h to 

allow free evolution of water. Afterwards the oven was heated at 10 ºC min-1 

up to the final carbonisation temperature, 450ºC, which was held for 2 h. To 

remove the excess of H3PO4 after carbonisation, the activated carbon was 

extensively washed with distilled water until a neutral pH was met (a 

CyberScan PC 510 pH-meter with a Hamilton-electrode “Flushtrode” was 

used). Then, the samples were dried overnight in an oven at 105 ºC.  

 

To compare with these activated carbons, three commercial AC was used, 

called CAC1, CAC2 and CAC3. These AC are prepared by physical 

activation with steam [101] and are provided from Norit Americas Inc. The 

properties of all these carbons are shown in Table 2. AC-Na, AC-K, AC-P, 

CAC1 and CAC3 are highly microporous AC with high surface area between 

900 m2/g and 2900 m2/g. CAC2 has less surface area with less than 30% of 
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 microporous (0.185 cm3/g in microporous volume respect a total volume of 

0.637 cm3/g). All these AC have a high acidic surface character although AC-

Na has also a large quantity of basic groups. 

 

 

2.3. Characterisation of adsorbates  

 

Surface area and porosity were determined from the corresponding nitrogen 

adsorption–desorption isotherms obtained at 77 K with an automatic 

instrument (ASAP 2020, Micromeritics). The samples were previously 

outgassed at 523 K for several hours. N2 adsorption data for P/P0 from 10-5 

to 0.99 (in a set of values previously fixed) were analysed according to: (i) the 

BET method [102] for calculating the specific surface area, SBET; and (ii) the 

αS method [103] (using Carbopack F Graphitised Carbon Black as reference 

material [104] for calculating the micropore volume, Vα,micro, and the 

ultramicropore volume, Vα,ultra. The total pore volume, V0.99, was calculated 

from nitrogen adsorption at a relative pressure of 0.99.  

 

 

2.4. Phenol (Ph) and Benzene (B) adsorption 

 

Adsorption of phenol and benzene was studied with the six AC presented 

before. The properties of these organic molecules used in the adsorption 

tests onto the different AC are present in the table 3. As it is showed, both 

compounds are very similar in molecular weight and size but the presence of 

an OH- group in the phenol structure gives different polarity compared with 

benzene. From this property, benzene presents a highest volatility and less 
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 solubility in comparison with phenol. Thus, this both components represent 

good models for this type of tests. 

 

 

2.4.1. Kinetic study 

 

For the determination of the time needed for achieve the adsorption 

equilibrium, 10 mg of AC was mixed with 10 ml of a 100 ppm solution of 

phenol or benzene in several well topped glass flasks. The mixing step took 

place for a determined time until a maximum of 7 days to ensure the 

equilibrium state at a constant temperature of 25ºC. The tubes were attached 

perpendicularly with clamps to a horizontal revolving shaft that had a 

rotating speed of 2 rpm and the temperature was controlled with an 

electronic digital regulator P-Selecta Digiterm-100. Afterwards, 3 ml of 

sample were taken and filtered in a regenerated cellulose filter of 0.45 µm of 

pore size to a vial topped. The concentration of the organic compound was 

obtained by liquid chromatography in an 1100 Series Agilent chromatograph 

with a Hypersil ODS 250 mm column. The dynamic phase was 

acetonitrile/water in a relation of 65/35. The adsorbed quantity (q) was 

calculated by the difference between the initial and the final valour. 

 

 

2.4.2. Adsorption isotherms 

 

For the preparation of the adsorption isotherms, different quantities of 

adsorbate (between 1 and 20 mg) were mixed with 10 ml of a 100 ppm 

solution of phenol or benzene in several well topped glass flasks. The sample 

granulometry was between 63 and 500 µm of diameter particle. The tubes 

were capped and placed in a water bath at 25ºC, attached perpendicularly 
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 with clamps to the horizontal revolving shaft for 8 hours to ensure the 

equilibrium. Afterwards, 3 ml of sample were taken and filtered in a 

regenerated cellulose filter of 0.45 µm of pore size to a vial topped. The 

concentration of the organic compound was obtained by HPLC, as it has 

been explained before.  

 

The adsorbed quantity (qi) was calculated by the difference between the 

initial and the final valour. 

 

The acidic surface of the AC used in this report provides low pH during the 

tests for the AC activated with KOH and H3PO4 and not high variations for 

the rest of AC. The initial pH of the phenol adsorption test was proximally 7 

but due to the acidity character of AC the final pH varies to between 4 (AC-

K and AC-P) and ~6.7 (AC-Na, CAC1, CAC2 and CAC3) depending on the 

adsorbate used. In the benzene adsorption tests, the behaviour is quite 

similar. The initial pH is 7.7 and the free evolution of the pH goes to 4 (AC-

K and AC-P) and ~6.5 (AC-Na, CAC1, CAC2 and CAC3). 

 

At lows pH, the acidic compounds prevails in the nonionized form, that have 

higher adsorption capacity of organic species than when is present in the 

ionized form [24]. This phenomena occurs because the reduction of 

repulsions interactions that improve the organic adsorption capacity. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

 

Experimental adsorption tests realised with phenol and benzene present 

similar results. Figure 1 and 2 present the experimental data obtained for ACs 

prepared from lignin and the commercial carbons for phenol and benzene 
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 adsorption, respectively. As it can be appreciated, in both cases the 

maximum adsorption capacity is achieved in less than 2 hours. Results 

presented only correspond to the first 10 hours of experiments, when the 

stability is achieved. 

 

 

3.1. Kinetic of the adsorption processes 

 

The dependence of the reaction rate on the concentration of the species 

present, in form of quantity adsorbed, must be determined by experimental 

observation. Although, the functional dependence must be obtained from 

the theory and corroborated with the experimental data. One of the most 

common general form [105] of the dependence of organic adsorption on the 

adsorbate is 

 

-ri = k�(qe-qt)
n (1) 

 

Where –ri is the reaction rate that can be expressed as the variation of the 

adsorption capacity respect to the time (dqt/dt); k is the adsorption rate 

constant expressed in terms of mass phenol or benzene adsorbed per 

adsorbate mass unit and time (g�mg-1�min-1); qe and qt are the equilibrium and 

instantaneous mass amount of the organic compound adsorbed per carbon 

mass unit (mg/g), respectively; t is the contact time (minutes); and n is the 

reaction order. The reaction order refers to the powers to which the 

concentration is raised in the kinetic rate law and gives an idea about how 

fast the reaction take place. 

 

Equation 1 can be rearranged as: 
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( ) dtk
qq

dq
n

te

t ·=
−

 (2) 

 

Integrating the general form of Eq. (2) for the boundary conditions t = 0 to 

t=t and qt = 0 to qt = qt gives: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]{ }1·loglog
1

1
loglog −+

−
+=− nkt

n
qqq ete  (3) 

 

Linear plot of ( )te qq −log  against ( )tlog  gives values of the global reaction 

order, n, and kinetic constant, k, presented in Table 4. As it is showed, the 

reaction order of the adsorption process is quite similar to a second order 

chemical reaction with good correlations (r2 > 0.930) of the data for phenol 

and benzene adsorptions on the AC studied. For this reason, a pseudo-

second order (equation 4) can be applied for this process, as is well cited in 

the literature [24, 54, 64], providing very similar results for constant rates, k 

and k’. 

 

t
qqkq

t

eet

·
1

'·

1
2

+=  (4) 

 

The adsorption rate constant points to a faster adsorption rates for phenol 

than for benzene in the AC derived from lignin except for CAC2 and CAC3 

that are very similar. The AC derived from lignin presents better adsorptions 

capacities compared with the commercial carbons in both experiments, with 

phenol and benzene. 
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Phenol and benzene are small organic molecules with a size of 6 Å and 5 Å 

respectively and is well known that are adsorbed essentially  in micropores, as 

previous studies has shown for other organic compounds [106]. The highest 

phenol adsorption capacity corresponds with the maximum benzene 

adsorption capacity that is achieved for AC-Na and AC-K. Both ACs have 

the maximum volume of mesopores (0.428 cm3/g and 0.384 cm3/g, 

respectively) and micropores (1.018 cm3/g and 1.332 cm3/g, respectively). 

Figure 3 shows the adsorption of phenol and benzene on each AC studied as 

a function on their microporosity. It can be seen that the organic adsorption 

capacity linearly increases with the micropore volume. 

 

 

3.2. Isotherm tests 

 

From the experimental data presented in Figures 1 and 2, it is possible to 

obtain the equilibrium isotherms for the adsorption of phenol or benzene on 

the AC studied. Adsorption isotherm is important to describe the interaction 

between the solute and the adsorbate and is very important to optimize the 

use of adsorbents.  

 

Figure 4 shows the relation between the amounts of phenol adsorption 

capacity versus the equilibrium concentration at 25ºC. Figure 5 shows the 

same data as in Figure 4 but using benzene as solute. In the experimental 

data, there is a general agreement that the adsorption isotherms of phenol 

and benzene on AC are L-shaped [63]. However, there are many attempts in 

the literature to fit the adsorption isotherms to some kind of model. For this 

data, three well-known empirical equations were proposed. The first one is 

the Freundlich model [38, 54, 63, 73] (Equation 5) that is normally used for 
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 high concentrations. This method is based on adsorptions variations with 

the pressure and considers the decrease of the affinity with the surface 

saturation, giving best fit at high concentrations. 

 

n
efe Ckq

1
·=  (5) 

 

where qe is the mass amount of the organic compound adsorbed per carbon 

mass unit (mg/g), kf is the Freundlich constant related with the adsorption 

capacity (mg�g-1), Ce is the concentration of adsorbate in solution at 

equilibrium (mg�l-1) and n is the empirical parameter that represents the 

heterogeneity of the site energies (dimensionless). 

 

The second model is the Langmuir equation [24, 38, 54, 60, 63, 72, 90]. 

Generally, this model is better than the Freundlich model but not all the 

adsorptions fit well with this isotherm (Equation 6) due to the formation of a 

monomolecular layer in the adsorbate surface. The fit is better at low 

concentrations. 

 

Qo

C

bQoq

C e

e

e +=
·

1
 (6) 

 

where Ce and qe are the same parameters as in the Freundlich isotherm. Qo is 

maximum amount of adsorbate adsorbed per carbon mass unit (mg/g) and b 

is the Langmuir constant related with the adsorption energy (l�mg-1). 

 

This isotherm is the relation between the recovery degree of the solute 

particles and the pressure and is based on the velocity of the decrease of 

intermolecular interactions with the increase of the distance between the 
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 adsorptive molecules and the adsorbate. This isotherm consider several 

factors: the adsorption is localized, all the active sites on the surface are 

power equivalents, there is not interaction between adsorbed molecules and 

the limiting reaction step is the surface reaction as in the heterogeneous 

catalytic reaction. 

 

The efficiency of adsorption process can be predicted by the dimensionless 

equilibrium parameter RL, which is defined by the following equation: 

 

o
L Cb

R
·1

1

+
=  (7) 

 

where b is the Langmuir constant (l�mg-1) and Co the initial concentration of 

phenol and benzene compounds (mg�l-1). When RL > 1, the isotherm is 

considered to be unfavourable, linear when RL = 1, favourable when 0 > RL 

> 1 or irreversible when RL = 0. 

 

The last model is the Tempkin isotherm [27, 107-110]. The main difference 

between these three models is in the variation of the heat of adsorption with 

the surface coverage. Langmuir model assumes uniformity, Freundlich 

isotherm assumes logarithmic decrease and Tempkin model assumes linear 

decrease in heat of adsorption with surface coverage. 

 

( ) ( )ee Ckkkq ·ln·ln 121 +=  (8) 
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 where k1 is the Tempkin isotherm energy constant (l�mg-1) and k2 is the 

dimensionless Tempkin isotherm constant. 

 

The results of the fitted parameters to the adsorption isotherms are 

summarised in Table 5. In general, the experimental data are well correlated 

for all the equations. According to the fits obtained, none of those two 

equations can be postulated as definitely better to reproduce the equilibrium 

data, particularly in the case of phenol. Langmuir fitted well with all the 

phenol and benzene data with regression coefficients higher than 0.91. 

Freundlich isotherm are quite well related with for all the data except for the 

phenol adsorption onto AC-Na (r2 = 0.88) and benzene adsorption on CAC2 

(r2 = 0.83). Tempkin gives goods adjustments for all the data except for the 

phenol adsorption on CAC1 (r2 = 0.89). 

 

The maximum adsorption capacity achieve was 33.84 mg�g-1 for phenol in 

CAC3 and 21.20 mg�g-1 in AC-Na, as it is showed in Table 5. For benzene, 

the maximum are 38.30 mg�g-1 in CAC3 and 17.02 mg�g-1 in AC-Na. These 

values also correspond with ones of the highest energetic heterogeneity. 

Respect the results obtained with the Langmuir isotherm, the maximum 

adsorption capacity for benzene and phenol are achieved for the AC-Na (238 

mg�g-1 and 233 mg�g-1, respectively). These values are all quite similar with 

values detailed in Table 1, presented before as a summary of the liquid 

adsorption test realised by several authors. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

AC obtained with Kraft lignin and chemical activation with sodium 

hydroxide, potassium hydroxide or phosphoric acid gives as result, essentially 

microporous AC that adsorb larger amounts of phenol and benzene, 

compared with the data available in the literature. 

 

The phenol or benzene adsorption data obtained for the AC studied 

correspond to a pseudo-second-order reaction with good correlations. The 

adsorption rate constant points to faster adsorption rates for phenol than for 

benzene in the AC derived from lignin except for CAC2 and CAC3 that are 

very similar. The AC derived from lignin presents better adsorptions 

capacities compared with the commercial carbons in both experiments, with 

phenol and benzene. 

 

The experimental data are well correlated with the three models presented, 

Freundlich, Langmuir and Tempkin. According to the fits obtained, none of 

those three equations can be postulated as definitely better to reproduce the 

equilibrium data, particularly in the case of phenol. Langmuir fitted well the 

phenol and benzene data adsorption on all the ACs. Freundlich isotherm is 

quite well related with for all the data except for the phenol adsorption onto 

AC-Na and benzene adsorption on CAC2. Tempkin gives goods adjustments 

for all the data except for the phenol adsorption on CAC1. 

 

Maximum adsorption capacity for benzene and phenol are achieved for the 

AC-Na (238 mg�g-1 and 233 mg�g-1, respectively) that are good values 

compared with the ones available in the literature. The AC-K and AC-P also 

showed high adsorption capacities with values greater than 213 mg�g-1 and 
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 106 mg�g-1, respectively, for phenol and 213 mg�g-1 and 185 mg�g-1, 

respectively, for benzene. 
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Sorption study of organic compounds on highly microporous carbons 

prepared from Kraft lignin. 

 

V. Torné-Fernández, V. Fierro. 

 

Table 1. State of the art in the phenol and benzene adsorptions on different 
materials in liquid systems. 

qPh qB 
Type of AC 

Activating 
agent 

Co 
(ppm) 

mAC 
(mg) 

SBET 
(m2/g) 

Vmicrop 
(cm3/g) (mg/g) 

Ref. 

AC with 
microorganism 

 1000 1000   188.2  [24] 

 800    75.8  [25] AC 
 100 100 803 - 24.0 39.0 [26] 

ACF  100 500   160.0  [27] 
Almond shells H3PO4 80 100 1416 -  9.0 [28] 
Arundo-donax H3PO4 78 200 1194 0.660  22.7 [23] 

Bagasses Vapour  600   308.0  [29] 
  100 1114 0.130 218.0  [30] Bitumen 

CO2 500 1200   240.0  [31] 
Charsorb 
CP-1300 

  200 - - 156.0  [32] 

Coffee grain  20    3.5  [33] 
    10.6  [34] 

>300 50   197.6  [35] 
500 800   221.5  [36] 
    451.7  [37] 
 100 982 0.304 291.7  [38] 

250  1790 0.773 300.0  [39] 
200    309.0  [40] 
50 300   74.2  [41] 
500 1200   131.8  [42] 
100 50   190.0  [43] 
2000 500   142.9  [44] 
5�106    301.2  [45] 
998 2500   188.2  [46] 
 50   258.8  [47] 

400 50000   220.0  [48] 
235 100   207.4  [49] 
 100   80.0  [50] 

250    205.0  [51] 
 2000   188.2  [52] 

Comercial 
Carbon 

- 

1505 100 1654 0.651 131.8  [53] 
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941 50 - - 117.6  [54]   
550 800 900 -  221.5 [55] 

 498.8 1000   141.2  [56] 
 998 1000   178.8  [56] 
 47 50   45.7  [57] 

ZnCl2 200 50   210.0  [58] 

Coconut shell 

Vapour 1600 100   571.0  [59] 
KOH  50   153.0  [60] Corn cobs 
Vapour 1000 50   178.2  [61] 

Date pits H3PO4 100 200   166.0  [62] 
Eucalyptus 

wood 
 200 100   148.0  [63] 

Filtrasorb 
F400 

 500    169.1  [65] 

 94110 100   240.6  [66] 
Vapour 94110 100 1131 0.056 831.0  [67] 
KOH 200 600   23.1  [68] 
KOH 94 100   257.9  [69] 
Vapour  100   255.9  [69] 

Firwood 

KOH+CO2 200 600   274.8  [70] 
Garbage waste Vapour   700 0.280 300.0  [71] 
Grain shells   100   209.2  [72] 

  100 310 0.057 85.6  [38] Graphite 
 1000    4.0  [73] 

Hydro-
Anthrasit H 

 1000  1090 - 112.9 258.0 [74] 

Lignin H3PO4  10 1459 0.820 170.0  [75] 
Molecular 
sieves 

 110 100 - - 59.4 112.9 [76] 

Moringa 
oleifera seed 

husks 

 4706 500   235.3  [77] 

Olive mill Vapour+N2 1500 200   91.7  [78] 
Pecan shell H3PO4 80 100 1267 -  7.8 [79] 

PET Vapour  100   263.5  [80] 
 N2 470 50   225.9  [81] 

KOH 94 100   285.2  [69] 
Vapour 94 100   242.8  [69] 

Pistachio 

 94110 100   728.3  [82] 
 376    257.0  [83] Plum kernels 
  100 1160 - 257.4  [84] 
     180.0  [85] Pneumatics 
  60   200.0  [86] 

Rubber Vapor/ 
CO2+N2 

235 600   106.0  [87] 

H2SO4 100 500 3 - 54.0  [88] Sludge 
H2SO4 100    42.0  [89] 

Soil  1600  - - 0.5  [90] 
Straw  100 500   197.6  [91] 
Wood  100 30   320.0  [92] 
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Sorption study of organic compounds on highly microporous carbons 

prepared from Kraft lignin. 

 

V. Torné-Fernández, V. Fierro. 

 
 
 
Table 2. Physical properties of the AC used. 

SBET  V0.99 Vα,micro Vα,super Vmeso  

(m2/g) (cm3/g) 

Acidic Groups 
(meq H+/gAC)  

Basic Groups 
(meq OH-/gAC) 

AC-
Na 

2340 1.338 1.018 0.941 0.428 11.9 16.6 

AC-K 2920 1.583 1.332 1.324 0.384 20.4 5.8 
AC-P 940 0.442 0.377 0.261 0.118 7.5 0.2 
CAC1 1350 0.713 0.458 0.319 0.235 2.6 0.5 
CAC2 620 0.637 0.185 0.100 0.407 7.9 1.2 
CAC3 1020 0.625 0.334 0.182 0.246 5.0 2.1 
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Table 3. Properties of adsorptive molecules. 

Molecule Structure 
MWa 

(g/mol) 
Pvb 

(mmHg) 
Tbc 
(ºC) 

Solubility 
(%) 

Sized 
(Å) 

Ph 

 

94.1 0.4 182 8.3 6 

B 

 

78.1 100.8 80.1 0.2 5 

MWa. Molecular weight. 
Pvb. Vapour pressure at 25ºC. 
Tbc. Normal boiling point. 
Sizea. Size calculated with ACDLABS 8.0. 
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Table 4. Kinetic parameters estimated in the adsorption of phenol or 
benzene on different adsorbates for an initial concentration of 100 ppm. 

General order n (equation 3) 
 Pseudo-second order 

(equation 4) 
Adsorbate 

n k 
(g�mg-1�min-1)

 r2 
qe,max 

(mg�g-1) 
 k’ 

(g�mg-1�min-1) 

Solute: Phenol      
AC-Na 2.4 7.24 0.98 169.2  5.16 
AC-K 2.4 1.30 0.96 165.0  1.54 
AC-P 2.1 1.19 0.96 60.6  1.24 
CAC1 2.5 2.78 0.97 95.7  3.15 
CAC2 2.0 0.11 0.99 74.4  0.46 
CAC3 2.2 0.02 0.95 95.3  0.42 

       

Solute: Benzene     
AC-Na 2.1 0.65 0.95 20.1  0.72 
AC-K 1.7 0.34 0.98 19.7  0.13 
AC-P 2.2 0.40 0.99 7.9  0.56 
CAC1 2.3 0.20 0.94 10.6  0.37 
CAC2 2.5 0.17 0.96 8.2  0.39 
CAC3 2.5 0.07 0.96 9.5  0.49 
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Table 5. Isotherms constants for phenol and benzene sorption onto different 
AC. 
 Freundlich  Langmuir  Tempkin 
 kf n r2  Qo b RL r2  k1 k2 r2 
Phenol            

AC-Na 21.20 2.08 0.99  238.10 0.004 0.7 0.97  37.93 0.57 0.97 
AC-K 12.96 1.46 0.96  212.77 0.005 0.7 0.97  48.25 0.39 0.98 
AC-P 11.73 2.26 0.95  106.38 0.009 0.5 0.97  24.69 0.30 0.96 
CAC1 32.48 3.60 0.91  105.26 0.009 0.5 0.98  19.58 2.62 0.89 
CAC2 24.58 4.38 0.97  73.53 0.014 0.4 0.98  12.27 2.75 0.98 
CAC3 33.84 3.09 0.94  135.14 0.007 0.6 0.98  26.44 1.76 0.97 

             
Benzene            

AC-Na 17.02 1.83 0.99  232.558 0.004 0.7 0.99  48.845 0.37 0.98 
AC-K 11.63 1.51 0.99  212.77 0.005 0.7 0.97  45.36 0.33 0.98 
AC-P 5.70 1.59 0.97  185.19 0.005 0.7 0.85  39.00 0.12 0.93 
CAC1 32.90 2.25 0.93  212.77 0.005 0.7 0.93  39.81 1.45 0.98 
CAC2 17.40 2.34 0.99  76.92 0.013 0.4 0.97  22.94 0.78 0.96 
CAC3 38.30 2.44 0.93  175.44 0.006 0.6 0.99  36.85 1.82 0.93 
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Captions of the figures 

 

 

Figure 1. Experimental data for phenol adsorption kinetic on different AC 

obtained at 25ºC with a initial 100 ppm solution. 

 

Figure 2. Experimental data for benzene adsorption kinetic on different AC 

obtained at 25ºC with a initial 100 ppm solution. 

 

Figure 3. Adsorption capacities for phenol and benzene on different AC 

related with the supermicropore and mesoporo volume. 

 

Figure 4. Adsorption isotherm for phenol on different ACs at 25ºC and its 

fitted Langmuir isotherm. 

 

Figure 5. Adsorption isotherm for benzene on different ACs at 25ºC and its 

fitted Langmuir isotherm. 
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Figure 1 
Torné-Fernández, V.; et.al 
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Figure 2 
Torné-Fernández, V.; et.al 
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Figure 3 
Torné-Fernández, V.; et.al 
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Figure 4 
Torné-Fernández, V.; et.al 
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Figure 5 
Torné-Fernández, V.; et.al 
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5.2.4. Polymeric composite membranes based on carbon/PSf 
 
 
Este artículo se ha publicado en Journal of Membrana Science en 2006 en el 
volumen 273, páginas 38 a 46. 
 
Otros trabajos relacionados se presentan en el Anexo F donde se presenta el 
póster “Enzymatic composite membranes based on carbon/polysulfone” 
publicado en el congreso Engineering with membranes: medical and 
biological applications. 
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5.2.5. Removal of lignin and associated impurities from xylo-
oligosaccharides by activated carbon adsorption 
 
 
Este artículo se ha publicado en el journal Industrial Engineering Chemistry 
Research en 2006 en el volumen 45, páginas 2294 a 2302. 
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